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ABSTRACT 
The Effects of Maternal Employment 
on the 
Scholastic Performance of Children 
by 
Sandra J. Zins, Mas t er of Science 
Utah State Universi ty, 1969 
Ma jor Pro fessor : Dr. C. Jay Skidmore 
De partment: Marriage and Family Relations 
The effec ts of maternal emp l oyment, as contrasted with maternal non-
employment, on the scholastic performance of children we r e stud ied using a 
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sample of 80 Mount Ogd en Junior High seven th grade students and their mothers. 
The 80 mot he rs concerned met the criterion for emp loyment by having wo rked a 
forty-ho ur week outside the home the firs t six years their child at t ended 
school or the criteria of nonemployment by hav ing never e ngaged in paid em -
ployment outside the home for the first six years of their child's schoolin g . 
Of nine areas tested between the two groups no s ignificant difference 
was found concerning grade point average , reading achi evement scores, absen-
teeisms, 1 0 Q ~ , c onduct scores , education of the mother, and the number of 
hours that the mother and child spent toge the r on a school day. A s i gni fica nt 
difference at the .01 l eve l was found when comparing the numbe r of children 
in the family of employed mo thers (3. 3 ch ild r en) to the families of non-
empl oyed mothers (4.5 chi l dren). A high posi tive correlation was found 
be tween th e mother's at t itud e t oward her work or nonwork status and t he 
child' s scholastic achievement . It was noted that the s t udy o f a tti LUd t~ , in 
itse l f, was no t sufficien t ~ At titudes must be pursued i n t e rms of their 
vi 
mani fe station in the home, whe ther t hey be pos itive ly or negative ly expre ss ed , 
and it must be determi ned whethe r or no t a child in grades one t o s i x can 
pe rce ive and i n t erpre t these manifes tations real i stica lly . 
(87 pages) 
CHA PTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Social concern for the children of mothers employed outside the home 
has had a long his tory. It began with the industrial revolution in England 
and Europe when the invention of machines outmoded home industries and forced 
not only men but their wives and children into factories and mi lls. In our 
own country the problem of the working mo ther and her children came later 
as indu s tria l activity slowly permeated the American culture in the second 
ha 1£ of the nine teenth century. The old proverb of "Woman's place is in the 
home" was being changed to, "Woman's place is in the home 'and' factory, 
office and classroom ~ 'J The first Day Nursery was opened in New York City in 
1854. It was not until 1910 and 1925, however, that studies were made by 
economists and social workers and used to pr ess for social re forms . 
With the advent of the Second World War the concern for the children of 
working mothers gained momentum. 
Strenuous efforts were made to recruit large numbers of 
additional women from the middle of 1943 until nearly the end 
of the war. Between April, 1943 , and April, 1945 , the female 
labor force grew by 1.5 million. Compared to the early years 
of the war, this was a modest increase, but most single women 
we r e already at work by 1943. The remaining significant source 
of supply consisted in married women, the overwhelming majority 
of "hom had household responsibilities. (National Manpower 
Council, 1957, p. 155) 
The war emergenc y called for action, not for research, and ameliorative 
measures were put into full sw i ng by social workers and educators. Since 
the end of the war increasing numbers of women have been entering the labor 
force, so much so that, "employme nt of women appears to have become part of 
our way of life and the technological advances which have promoted their 
employment appear to be a permane n t part of our cultural development. 1I 
(Ca rter, 1965, p. 18) This situation stimulated many articles in magazines 
and newspapers and, eventually, longitudinal s tud ies on the effects of ma-
ternal employment on children. 
The knowledge that in peacetime a large and increasing minority of 
mothers were employed brought a mixed but predominantly negative reaction 
from professional and lay people. Major social changes normally evoke more 
negative than positive emotions, as people confuse the familiar with the 
superior. In this case even social scientists, for the most part, took a 
negative view. Psychiatric comments were general l y negative. Even many 
sociologists, although committed to the idea that social change should (and 
must) accompany technological change, tended to lump increased employment 
of women along with other trends, such as higher divorce rates, more crime 
and delinquency, and increased alcoholism and schizophrenia among women. 
Many interested laymen, always alert for a simp le explanation for the 
numerous and complex social probl ems of our times, speculated that the 
employment of the mother was the principle cause of current social problems. 
In the absence of empirical data, the armchair philosophers had a heyday. 
Inc reasing and not unnoticed, working mothers have been 
criticized, envied, condemned, and praised. The fac t is 
opinions about them are rarely casua l . More often they are 
definite - -even violent. (Burke and Inselberg, 1966, p. 3) 
A "ell-known sociologist in 1948 enumerated several items which he 
considered obvious cost to children of their mothers working outside the 
home. These briefly are: (a) mothers were unduly tired, impatient, and 
irritable; (b) children are lonely when mothe rs are tired and busy; (c) 
children run riot without supervision; and, (d) mothers cannot teach 
children soc ially approved behavior . These conclusions we r e presented 
without factual documentation. (Bossard, 1948, p. 381) 
These opinions, whether proven or not, definitely affected women who had 
contemp lated pa i d employment. Fundamental in the behavior pattern of most 
people is the desire to conform, t o be one of the group, adapting onels action 
to what society expects . There were individual excep tions--thos e relatively 
few who by determined repudiation of preva iling opinion charted a course of 
their own, risking the censure and derision of the groupo It forced women, 
bent on a career, t o first determine their own willingness to defy society1s 
attitudes . Some achieved notable success, despite the stumbling blocks and 
the scorn . 
Heated opposition to employment of women with young children also re-
fleeted a reaction agains t the earlier prac tice of institutionalizing the 
destitute, especially the placing of children of widows in orphanages. It 
was out of pity for widows with young children that charitable workers began, 
early in the 20th century, to press for mothers aid--subsistence payments 
that would enable widows to keep their children at home rather than have t o 
place them in an institution and take jobs to support themselvese The con-
viction that women should not try to be both breadwinners and homemakers was 
a gu iding principle of the public assistance sections of the Social Security 
Ac t of 1935. The act authorized federal aid to s tates for regular payments 
for support of dependent children, a term which in effec t embraces children 
who live either in a family with no employable adults or in a family in which 
the only employable adult is the mother. 
Concern continued to grow as inadequacies became even more evident. 
As la t e as 1965 there were licensed day care centers in the 
United States to accommodate only about 250,000 ot the 12 million 
children under the age of 14 whose mothers were employed . One 
million children und er 14 (8 pe r cent) were expected to care for 
themselves. These are the latchkey children for whom no adult 
takes responsibility after school hours. Camparison with a 1958 
survey indicated that the number of latchkey children had 
doubled in the seven year period . (Shaffer , 1965, p. 484) 
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Such information told only "what ll did exist, not IIwhy". Was this to be 
attributed to the broad category of maternal employment? Although the topic 
invited inves tigation, research generally did not take account of the vari-
ations in the nature of maternal employment and the complex interpersonal 
relations in the family. It is apparent that maternal employment is not a 
single condition or variable of mother ing. Yarrow (1961) reminds us that it 
is not like social class or deve lopmental stage or sex, each of which is 
composed of a relatively predictable set of inte rdependent attribute s . 
Psychologically speaking, maternal employment is composed of many diffe rent 
factors from case to case. It may variously be a contributor to self- esteem, 
a focus of critical inner conflict, a personal competitive weapon, a means 
of economic survival or the attainment of social goals, an escape, or an 
involvement received supportively or antagonis t ically by the significant 
people in her life. 
There is no stereotyped American family. Good families 
take many forms, but have in common a flexibility of struc-
ture and role and a solidarity of purpose that allows 
choices. The professional woman can enrich the intellectual 
and emotional life of her family as her personal development 
continues in harmony with its needs . (Mueller, 1964, p. 123) 
All the se meanings and many more are represented in maternal employ-
ment an~ unless research t akes note of these, the results seem foredoomed 
to be inconclusive. 
Statement of Thes is Prob lem 
Th i s s tudy i s limited t o one aspec t of ma t e rna l employment, namely, 
t he ef f ec t of the employment of mothers upon the scholas tic achievement of 
their children . It seeks t o present a pi ctur e of the scholastic years, 
from grades one t o six , of selected groups of sev en th grade children whose 
mothers we re employed full time as compared t o mo the rs who were never em-
played outside the home. 
The increase in the gainful emp loyment of women during 
the past few years has aroused new i n t eres t in the old 
questions connec t ed with the soc ial desirab i l ity of women ' s 
work and the soc ia l policy that should be pursued wi th re -
gard to it . (I'lright, 1922, p. 12) 
This statement is quoted, not from a comment about the present s itua-
tion--although it sounds like man made today--but from a study published by 
the Ch ildren's Bureau in 1922. The oldness of new pr ob lems i s some times 
startl ing--but t heir age does not keep them from develop i ng new aspects and 
renewed vital ity. 
Two genera tions ago the phrase "working mother " mean t t o most people an 
uneducated, unski lled widow or divorcee , forced t o earn a few dol lar s in or-
der to buy grocer i es for her children. Today" working mother i s very dif -
ferent . Recently in a survey of families it was fo und that 90 per cen t of 
the working mothers of school - age children had h omes in which there was also 
an adult male --an employed male in almost every ins tance. 
In t erest , too, was arous ed not only in the women's ind iv i dual well -
being but in the welfare of society because the i r lives are so intricately 
linked wi t h the existence of the family and its con tinual growth and develop -
ment, physically and mentally . 
Innumerabl e studies on this topic brought the necessary informa ti on 
t o the f ore so that the problem itself changed. It is no l onger a 
ques ti on of what women are phys i cally and me nta l l y capable of doing, f or 
experience has settled the long controversy ab out feminine abilities and 
has proved that women a re fit for a much wid er range of activities than 
merely those compatible with the commonly accepted idea of the "we aker 
sex " . The emp hasis has not shifted from the disc uss i on of : ''What CAN 
women do? " to one of "What SHOULD women do? " Implicit in this question 
i s an interest in the well-being of the i r f ami l y because it can be 
hypo the sized that any changes which materna l employment brings about in 
family structure and th e functioning of it s members will affect i n some 
way the behavior and devel opment of the child. 
A working mother ' s children and family l i fe are a f f ected by her 
absence while she works. They are affected by the accommodati ons which 
she makes t o compensa te f or the fact of her absence fr om the home , 
includ ing arrangement s f or child care whi le she is away, as well as by 
the physical and psychological effects of her handling two j obs. They 
are affec t ed, also, by the fact that she is augmen t ing the family income , 
and the family income is, in fact, increased. To say that her working 
makes a di ffere nce , however, does not reveal the nature, degree, or 
consequences of t he differe nces . 
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Definition of Employment 
The cr iter ia which designates full -time empl oyment or non- employment 
is the leng th of time the mother ha s worked, the degree of continuity or 
discontinuity of the mother's wo rk h istory , as well as the number of hours 
the mothe r worked per we ek. To be designated as full -time , the mother will 
have worked a forty-hour week from the time the child en tered first grade 
and con tinued until the child was through the six th grade. The non-
employed mo the r is defined as one who has no t worked during the time the 
child was in grades one t o six. Consequently , the part-time employed 
mother is the one who has worke d at some time throughou t t he child' s 
f i rst six years in school. The part - time employed mother was not in-
cluded in this s tud y . 
Hyp othe ses 
The mother ' s occupation was studied in t erms of its relation to the 
student. For example, assessment was made of tbe amount of time the 
mother was free t o be with the child, to superv i se or assi s t the child with 
homework. Of equal importanc e was the added amoun t of home chores that were 
required of a child which is taken from s t udy t ime or school activ i ties, 
or which ac t ually causes school absenteeism. 
If this added work load of maternal employmen t outside the home causes 
time-tension within the household, is the child affected and does this effect 
manifest i.tself in t.he classroom? 
These were the major questions concerning the correlation of maternal 
employment and academic performance and thus they form the hypothese s to be 
tested in this study: 
1. Childr en of employed mothers have a lower grade pOint average 
than the children of nonemployed mothers. 
2 . Absenteeism is higher among children of employed mothers than 
nonemployed mothers. 
3. The attitude of the mother toward her employment or nonemployment 
is unrelated to the child's academic performance. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
What are the effects of maternal employment on children? 
Unfortunately, when this question is posed in this way no 
really scientific answer can be given, for the question is posed 
much too simply. It is only slightly more meaningful than the 
question: What are the effects on children of the nonemployment 
of mothers? (Yarrow, 1961, p. 223) 
It is then appropriate to raise the question: What do we know about the 
social and psychological effects on children and families of the mother's 
employment outside the home? 
Too often this question has been asked as if any effects discovered are 
bound to be crucial and unfavorable , Time has taught us to ask instead: 
Are they major or minor; are they favorable, unfavorable, mixed, or neutral ? 
Research also tends more and more to recognize that the effects will differ 
among different kinds of mothers, children, and families; and that differen t 
kinds may refer to age, income, individual temperament, social setting, and 
a number of other variables . 
The research evidence available so far supports a number of generaliza-
tions. Most of them must be made t.ent.atively, because the evidence suffers 
from two dr a,,'backs: the complexity of the subjec t and the defects of the 
research. The complexity of the subject is proverbial. Cause and effect 
are always difficult to establish. 
Studies of how maternal employment affects achievemen t in school, and 
all its implicat.ions, are few and inconclusive ~ It is difficult to surmise 
why studies on this par ticular facet are negligible. Certainly the re is no 
lack of subjects now, in the past, or in the future. The director of the 
Women's Bureau in the United State s Department of Labor has pointed out that : 
No change with respect to women's employmen t is more 
striking than the increase in labor force participation on 
the part of mothers of youngster s under 18 years of age. 
Between 1940 and 1964, the number of working mothers in-
creased about sixfold , In 1940, 1, 5 million mothers with 
children under 18, or about 9 per cent of such women, were 
in the labor force . Today's 9.5 million represent almost 
two-fifths of all working women and slightly over one-third 
of all mothers in our population. A mother of children 
under 18 is now four times more likely to work than before 
the war. (Shaffer, 1965, p. 483) 
All signs point to a continuing increase in the years ahead. Depart-
ment of Labor studies indicate that women will account for nearly one-half 
of the additions to the l abor force between 1964 and 1970 . This will mean 
a 17 per cent increase in the number of working women in the country, com-
pared with an expected 9 per cent increase in the number of working men. 
Perhaps Nye (1957) was correct when he said, "The working mother has 
emerged so rapidly that our attitudes have no t kept pace with her . " 
While empirical s tudies have not suffered from a lack of subjects, it 
has long suffered from a paucity of adequate controls . In the past a lack 
of controls led to the long standing belief that maternal employment was 
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strongly associated with delinquency and broken homes, and yet when important 
variables were controlled, the relationship disappeared, suggesting it had 
been a spurious one . 
Yet, i n spite of the more extens ive use of controls, new studies on 
maternal employment have often produced more confusion than clarification. 
Maternal employment has been associated with less delinquency, more delin-
quency, withdrawal behavior, dominance behavior, and nothing at all. 
Countle ss examples of the existing contradict i ons can be found in 
researc:h ~ An articl e may propose as the reason for a feeling of withdrawal 
and dependency in a child to be that the working mother feels guilty about 
working outside the home and responds w~ith a pattern of "smother love" or 
II 
overprotection, for a working mot.her is said to be relatively high on posi-
tive affect toward the child, to use a mild discipline, and to tend to avoid 
inconveniencing the child with household tasks; the child is seen as non-
assertive and ineffective. Or the working mother, on the other hand, seems 
less involved with the child altogether and obtains the child's help with 
tasks; the child is assertive and hostile. Some, such as Nye (1952) 
would expect working mothers to be less frustrated and more capable of warm 
interaction. Others would say that the energy output required by trying to 
fill two jobs would make the mother more irritable with their child ren. No 
one denies that the demands of her dual job are strenuous, especially when 
her children are young. A moment of observation would force one to conclude 
that if a woman is to be a good wife and continue at the same t.ime with her 
outside work, she probably needs more t.han an average combination of brains , 
physical stamina, money, willingness t.o \vo rk , and good luck. 
The wage - earning mother of a family who tries to fulfill the home duties 
for her children has a large number of chores outside her working hours. In 
solving the housekeeping problem the working mother has a number of alterna-
t.ives. (1) She may try to do all the work herself outside her working hours; 
(2) s he may ask the children to help although she would bear the general 
responsibility f o r the work; (3) she may be so fortunate as to have others 
on whom she may call f o r as s i s tance; (4\ she may send a portion of her work 
outside the home to be done ; or , (5) she may leave to the children the re-
sponsibi lity of doing a large part of it while she is s till at work. From 
the poin t of view of the welfare of t.he children, all these methods except. 
that of having others in the family help with the work, are open to serious 
objections. If t.he mother does all t.he work herself, she reduces the amount 
of time that she can give t.o the care of the children, and she is more likely 
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to become irrita.ble and tired from overwork so that she will be unable to 
give them proper care. Sending work out of the house is undoubtedly very 
desirable if the family income is adequate, but where the income is already 
inadequate , the expense of sending the work out means a reduction in the 
amount that can be spent on necessities such as food and clothing which may 
have been her initial reason for work ing . If the children are of suitable 
age and the work given them to do is appropriate to their years, there is, 
of course, no objection to their helping with the housework. On the other 
hand, there is serious danger in giving the young children too much work and 
responsibility. Cotton (1965) observes that some mothers pay for the job- -
connecting anxieties by never expecting anything of their children . Others 
react in just the opposite fashion by making excessive demands on their 
young. Research tried t o find what alternative the mother did take and what 
were its effects. The dilemma was more easily studied than solved. 
An inquiry made in Chicago as early as the winter of 1918 and 1919 in-
cluded 843 families with 2,006 children under fourteen years of age. The 
primary interest of this study spons ored by the Department of Labor was 
limited to the one aspect of the effec t of the employment of mothers upon the 
welfare of their children. It sought to present a picture of the daily lives 
of a selected group of children whose mothers were gainfully employed, in the 
hope that the facts thus brought out would help in answe ring the question as 
to how far the gainful employment of mothers of young children affects ad-
versely the interests of the children , their health, school attendance , 
s tand ards of conduct, their chances of the normal life to which every child 
is entitled. The researcher presented the conditions as they were found, 
without attempting to say how far they we re due to the fact that the mothers 
worked. 
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How far the bad housing conditions found res ulted from an inadequate 
family income, and how far they were due to an unwise apportionment of the 
income, was a matter that could be determined only by careful analysis of 
individual expenditures, the data for which were not available. The im-
portant fact remained, however, that for many of the children whose mothers 
had taken ga infu l employment, the loss of their mother's time and attention 
was not compensated for by suitable physical surroundings in the way of 
sanitary housing conditions and adequate accommodations. 
Figures showed that seventeen per cen t of the children of working 
mothers had lost twenty per cent or more of the time the y could have been 
in school, whereas only seven per cent of the children in the other group 
had lost so large a proportion of their school year. These figures seemed 
to ind icate a very real difference between the school attendance of children 
of working mothers and that of children not selected on this basis. 
More light could have been thrown on the relations of the mother's work 
t o the irregular school attendance of the child by a detailed statement of 
the causes of these absences. An attempt had been made to get from the 
school the reason for each absence, but this information could be obtained 
in so few cases that a detailed s t a tement was impossible . 
The study could not support the often held belief that a large pro-
portion , possibly an unduly large proportion, of delinquent behavior had 
come from homes in which the mother was gainfully employed . The connec tion 
wi th the mother's work is not always clear, and it is generally impossible 
to say that thi s was the sale or even the determining factor in the situa-
tion . A study undertaken by Rouman (1956) in Los Angeles County, California 
during the 1954-55 schoo l year upheld these findings. The rour-hundred 
cases of his sample were divided into four categories, two of which were 
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fu11 - time employed mothers, and homes where t.he mother was not emp l oyed and 
the adult ma le wa s present . He concluded that of t he children referred for 
schoo l gu i dance serv ices, working mothers contributed to only one - four th of 
the total number of case s in need of psychological help. He concluded that 
the r e are many children whose mothers work who do not present. problems in 
school. 
The s tudy by the Department of Labor concluded that the ind ustr i al 
emp l oymen t of mo the r s of young children has many undesirab le features (1922). 
Chief among these may be mentioned the mo the r ' s absence from home and the 
fati gue and ill health consequen t t o ove rwork which inevitably occur when 
a woman shoulders t wo jobs. The connec tion of these factors with the 
interes t of the children was assumed a ll t oo obvious and called for 
meas ures which would reduce the necessity for mothers working outside t.he 
home . The conc lusion appeared heavily biased fo r the find ings presented 
throughout the re search ar ticle did not pr esent da ta which would permit 
such a conclusion. 
The principle objec t of a second inquiry undertaken by the Department 
of Labor at the r equest of the Child i1e a l th Society of Philad e l phia was a gain 
to ascertain the relationsh ips between the employment of mothers and the wel-
fare of their children (1931) . The fi e ld s urvey consisted of a house - t o-
house canvass of 20,366 families . The final analysis cons i s t ed of 12,227 
families i n wh i ch t he mother was living at home and had one or more children 
under s i x t e en years of age liv i ng with he r. It was f ound tha t the employ-
ment of mo thers is affec t ed by var i ous fac tors, among the mo s t importan t 
of which are race, nationality, and a ge and number of children . The stud y 
produced no other signif i ca n t findings . 
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Over a quarter of a century passed before further studies were centered 
on the effects on children as a result of maternal employment. In 1963 
Hoffman undertook a thorough study and one which appeared unbiased. He left 
speculation and what "might be" to the past and did a study which i ncluded 
176 white, intact families with at least one child in the third through 
sixth grades of three elementary schools in Detroit. The study was to see 
if the employment of mothers in any way lef t notable effects upon their 
children. It was hypothesized that: (1) the children of working mothers 
will be more disturbed in general than the children of nonworking mothers; 
(2) there is no relationship between maternal employment and measures of 
school adjustment and social relations of the children; and, (3) through a 
lack of supervision of study hours or actual help with homework, resulting 
from the employment of the mother, the children of employed mothers should 
not perform as well in schoo l as the children of nonemployed mothers. In 
the study there were 88 working-mothers families and 88 nonworking-mothers 
families matched on occ upation of father , sex of child, the ordinal position, 
including the important status of being the only child. The first hypothesis 
was tested by comparing the matched pairs on the use of nonadaptive re-
sponses to frustrations, i ntellectual performance, and soc iome tric ratings 
by clas smates. Both groups of working-mothers children showed lower in-
tellectual performance and we re somewha t less liked by the other children 
in the class . 
The lower intellectual performance of children whose mothers worked 
was an unexpected finding . Bein g Iowan performance may stem from a 
function of low ability or low motivation. If it is true that the working 
mothers who like work are guilty about their employment and consequently 
overprotect their children , then the intellectual ability of their children 
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may be impaired , Mothers who solve their children 's problems for them may 
hamper their intellectual deve lopment by depriving them of valuable problem-
solving experience. Thus, these children would be expected to be low on 
ability as well as performance. The low performance on the dislike-work 
children, on the other hand , might be part of the rebellious pattern that 
seems to characterize this group, though we would not necessarily expect low 
ability , The availability of scores on the Primary Learning Aptitude Test 
fo r third graders, and the Detroit Alpha Intelligence Test for fourth, fifth, 
and sixth graders, bore out expectations. Only the children whose mothers 
were positive about their work obtained lower scores on these tests than 
their non-working counterparts, and this difference was significant. The 
others showed no such difference. 
A partial correlation analysis removed virtually all of the major 
support which was found for the second hypothes i s. Therefore, the second 
null hypothesis was also accepted: t hat there was no relationship between 
maternal empl oyment and measures of school adjustment and social relations 
of the children. 
The third hypothesis could not be rejected because the analysis of data 
showed that the employmen t. of town mothers may lower the performance and 
aspirations of the ir children but that the employment of rural mothers may 
raise their academic performance and aspirations. 
Hoffman on ly touched lightly the facet of maternal employment that was 
to become Yarrow's focal point , the work ing and nonworking mothers who pre-
feLTed and those who otherwise did not prefer their present work or nop-
work status. The subjects of this st.udy were 50 employed and 50 non-
employed mothers. A tight control of variables and careful matching showed 
findings which revealed that t he classification of mothers by whether or not 
they were employed was almost unrelated to child -rearing patterns. But 
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data suppor t ed the hypothesis that mother's fulfil l men t or frustrations in 
nonmothe r roles are r elated to child rearing. A discontented mother, work-
ing or not working , cannot create a hea lthy atmosphere for the children, 
but it i s the d i ssatis f i ed with not-working mother (one who wants t o work 
but, out of a feeling of "duty" does not work) who shows the greates t pro-
blems in ch ild rearing . They we r e aware of more difficulties in the area 
of con trol, l ess emo tiona l satisfaction in relationships with their ch ild-
ren, and less confidence in the i r functioning as mothers. Working mothers 
who prefer to work and those who do not wish to work show few gr oup dif -
ferences in child-rearing practices, probably because the working mothers 
who prefer not to work are nonetheless achi eving certain valued family goals 
by means of their emp loyment. 
The emp has is put on the facet of maternal attitude by Yarrow (1 961) 
invited many investigations. Some dealt with the family as a who l e, others 
with the mother, but all focused on the effects of attitude. It wa s hy-
po t hes ized that there exists a direc t relationship between parental warmth , 
a ffec tion and a cce ptance, and acad emic achievement. One of the s tronges t 
cases in favor of parental attitudes as determinants of acad emic achievemen t 
came from Gilmore (1967 ) who maintained that underachievers were immatur e in 
their r ela tionship with the ir parents and s us ceptible to frequ ent depression 
and anxie ty. They also l acked insi ght of themselves. On the other hand , 
the hi gh achiever had a high energy out pu t . He did not have dependency 
problems at home and at t he same time harbored no hostile feelin gs t oward 
tpe home . He no t es; 
From an observation of these t wo ex treme gr oups on t he 
academic con c ~r l~l, ~t ~~. l pparent that these diffe rent be -
hav i or characteris tic s are no t attr ibutable to differences in 
[ C. t es c sco re s . but Ln light of our theo ry related to the 
famil y environmen t s of bo c.h groups. In other 'tvords, the 
l IlJ l vi.rl..la! ' b~ oup s hav e at t empted to adjust to various 
degrees of empathy within their res pective families. (Gilmore, 
1967, p. 48) 
He cited three studies with underachieve rs and behavior problem school 
age children where attempts were made to modify their behavior. One study 
dealt with student counseling, the other two approached the problem solely 
through parent counseling of the underachieve rs. He states: 
If we can improve academic achievement by treating 
parents we must be dealing with s ome of the causes of be-
havior. If the child's acad emic achievement is to be 
changed, it is necess ary to examine the family structure to 
learn the styl e of living within the family which may be con-
tributing to this dysfunctioning . (Gilmore, 1967, p. 50) 
The purpose of a study by Frankel (1964) was to compare working and 
nonworking mothers of intellectua lly gi f ted boys showing hi gh and low 
acad emic achievement. The experimental group of boys were of equivalent 
high intellectual ability but of contras ting sc holastic achievement. Each 
pair consisted of a hi gh achiever and a low achiever. Data were obtained 
from school records, personal interviews and questionnaire responses. 
The. most important fi.ndin g in the study vIas the greater number of 
wo rking mothers employed in non-professional jobs amon g the low achievers 
as compared to the high achievers . Although economic necessity is one of 
the most compel ling reasons for maternal employment, it is by no means the 
only one . Sinc e there were no measurable differences between the two groups 
in the socia-economic sta tus and in the number of disrupted homes, it may be 
assumed that factors other than these accoun t for the greatest numbe r of 
working mothers amon g t he low achieve rs . Perha ps the answer is in the 
psychol ogical conditions and interpersonal relationships in the family. 
Support for this ass umption was based on the experience s of the investiga-
tor a s guidanc e counselor in interviewing working mothers of low achievers. 
As a gro up they appeared to be more aggr essive and hostile and l ess in-
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valved with their sons, than the working mothers of high achievers . They 
seemed to reject their role as homemake r and in general were dissati s f1ed 
with their pos ition in the family . A comparative study of the personality 
characteristics of working mothers of high and low academic achievers might 
prove very illuminating. 
There was no evidence that maternal employment per se contributed 
either posit ively or negatively to the academic achievement of the boys . 
On the other hand, the fact that the working mothers of the hign achievers 
were college graduated in professional positions as teache rs may be re-
sponsible for the academic standard and achievement of this group . Al so the 
longer employmen t of the se women may have become more accep table to the 
children espec ially since the teaching profession t ends to minimize the 
separation for the family. 
The influence of parental factors was also substantiated by Weigard 
(1957) in a study of the influence of child-rear ing practices on academic 
achievement. He found that fl exibility in adapting to a task and .its sub-
sequent nurturance by parental attitudes was most helpful in academic 
achievement . 
DeSena (1957) found .it to appear that the high achiever was a child 
who had a rigidly defined place within the home which he was expected to 
keep with docile acceptance. 
Although there was abundant literature to support the hypothesis of a 
direct relationship between parental warmth, affection and acc ep tance and 
ac.ariemic achievement, there was als 0 a si~ab]e amount of research li t era-
ture opposing it . One such s tudy was done by Drews and Teahan (1 957) The 
authors were trying to determine the attitudes of mothers of hi gh achievers 
and low achievers of both gifted and average intelligence on t he basi s of 
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permissiveness , pr o t ectiveness and domination . The ins trument se l ec t ed '''as 
an ada ptat ion of Shoven's 30-item scale ada p t ed f rom the Parent Attitude 
Research Instrument Scale . The s ub jec t s we r e 34 achievers and 34 non-
achievers from a junior hi gh school population. Both groups came f r om the 
same socio- economi c level . The author fo und that the mothers of high 
achiever s were more authoritarian and res trictive than the mothe r s o f 
a chieve rs . Parents of high achievers of high inte lligence t ended t o be 
more punitive i n their treatment of children. 
A s t udy by Van Slyke and Le ton (1 965 ) s t udies the s ame ques ion f rom 
a s ligh t ly different an gl e . The purpose of the ir study was to compa re the 
child ' s pe rce ption of family re lations to the ir school adjustment which Ha s 
defined as educ ational or soc ia l adjus t ment. The subj ects were 18 f Otlr th 
graders . The y ranged from norma l to h i gh i n t e lli ge nc e and carne from fam-
ilies of uppe r middl e to l ower uppe r soc ial c las s . A trend of systemat ic 
r elat ions hip was found be tween school ad j us tment and the child ' s pe rc ep tion 
of f amily re lationshi p. Howe ve r, when a comparison was run among th e pup il s 
who ranked highest in schoo l ad justmen t with those who r anked l owes t on the 
s ame 6~a le , the re was no ev i dence o f s i gnificant me an di ffe renc es , nor we r e 
the s cures f or perception of family relationships in the predicted direction. 
The apparen t contradic tions in the r es ults of these s tud ie s do not ne ce s -
sa r i ly argue against a r e lationship be t ween paren tal attitude and acad emic 
achie vement. They do, howeve r, cas t some doubt on a s i gnificant one - to - one 
r ela tionship be tween the two variables . 
Some res~ archer s are convinced , however, that: wo rk and family ara no t 
i n princ iple two irreconcilab le alterna tives ; and it is no t be yond the means 
and 'ngenui t y of our !"ocicty) if indeed soc i e ty wi shed, to devise techniq ues 
which wou l d r educe t he dilemma. If women wi th a job and famil y f ee l t orn 
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be tween them, a s they very often do, the ir dilemma would not appear to be one 
of conflicting rights --the ir own rights as adu l t individuals versus t hose of 
their chi ldren--but rather one of conflicting loyalties. They have willin gly 
accepted their two responsibilities a s workers and mothers. The ir problem i s 
how to harmonize the two. 
Joyce Cary ~n !l[J01E':-, au!'!l, 1952), in his essay "The Revolution o f Women,l1 
speaks of this will.ingness to ac cppt responsibility when he said : 
You don't find any wome n who wou l d change places with 
her Grandmother. For the fact se ems to be that people do 
not see k peace or happiness in life, but fulfil lment, and 
to ge t fulfillment they are ready f or any kind of hardship . 
(App l ebaum, 1952 , p . 1) 
Socie ty, in a sense, has aided women in seek ing this fulfillment . 
Women ' s housework has been greatly lightened though no one has succeeded in 
mea sur i ng just how much. Food and cl othing are purchased ready to consume, 
or a l mos t r eady; education and religious instructions of children are carried 
on lar gely outside the horne; housework with modern appl iances and interior 
f i nis hes i s eas i er; and children are fewer and rarely need attention for 
s ickness. Many women have ad j usted t o the se changes, of course, by joining 
the ranks of the gainfu l l y employed ; that is, they have transferred much oE 
their work to the store, office and fac t ory , on an either full-time or part-
time bas i s. 
Nye's s tudy (1952) with empha s i s on part-time employment be gan with t:he 
va lue judgment that: if working full-time outside of the home is incompati-
ble with family harmony and happiness, then a part-time job would mitigate 
a gains t best parent-adolescent relations, also. He computed statistics oE 
full-time emp loyed, part-time employed, and non-employed mo thers . The 
ori ginal sup posi tion that working outs ide the home is correlated with poor 
ado lescent adjustmen t was found to be incorrec t. He found that on the 
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avera ge part-time emp loyment showed bett er adol es cent- parent ad jus tmen t. t han 
e ither f amilies where the mother works full - time or not at all. The author 
d i d not speculate a s t o the "why" of these findings but parenthetically at-
tributed it t o the super ior adjustment of the part-time employed nlother . 
The source of ev idence for s uch a statemen t wa s not mad e known. 
In later s tudies by Nye (1957, 1959) he found that ado lescent children 
of working mothers did better i n respect to school performance than t he 
children of nonworking mo the r s. Here that obstrepe r ous var iab l e , soc i o-
economic s tatus , raises do ubt about the res ults . In this s ampl e (2 ,350 
hi gh school s tudent s, in three communitie s ) the working mothe r s were on the 
whole better educated than t he others, and it is wel l established tha t the 
childr en of wel l-educated parents tend t o do better at school than t he 
children of pa rents with less education . 
White offered an exp lanation f or s uperior scholas tic achievement of 
children of working mothers. He s ays: 
The mother i s in large part r esponsible fo r sha ping the 
home life and security of her children. I con tend that with-
out personal identity and s atisfaction she cannot make a 
happy life for her fami ly . It wil l be upon them s he vents 
her frustrat i ons . Volun t eer work , art classes, or community 
ac tivities may prove weak alte rnatives . One of the most sat-
i s fyin g experiences in the world i s to produce a child and 
watch and he lp him grow . But a mother cannot enrich her 
ch ild's life if she herself i s not allowed to grow. The 
woman who maintains her own ou t side interest in addition to 
he r intere s t in t he household can bring back to he r fami ly 
new exper iences, insights, and enthus iasms . Mothers who 
surround their children with constant all-pervading companion-
sh ip may be s tifling them. (White, 1964, p . 126) 
Only one study dealt with the elemen t of time a s a ffec t ed by employ-
ment. Though the c omparati.ve s tudy by Roy in 1958 was be t ween rura l -
urban different i als, he tested three important hypotheses. The researcher 
a ssumed there were s eve ral log ica l effects on sons and daughters t hat were 
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related to the employment of the mother. First, the employment of the mothe r 
would increase the amount of work the son and daughter would do at home. A 
lis t of household chores was provided and each boy and girl was asked to 
check, 'twhat chores do you do at home? Regularly--occasionally." There was 
a consistent trend manifesting that children of employed mothers did a l itt l e 
more housework. Secondly, the consequence of the increased work at horne 
would be a tendency to cut down on participation in school activities . Though 
the second hypothesis is one that logically follows the first, it was found 
that the children of employed mothers seemed to have as much social life as 
children of nonemployed mothers. Thirdly, it was presumed that due to lack 
of supervi sion of study hours or actual help with homework resulting from the 
employment of the mother, the children of employed mothers should not perform 
as well in school as the children of nonemployed mothers. Low academic per-
formance may also be the function of more household chores. The hypothesis 
could not be rej ected from the analysis of the data presented. The results 
suggested that the employment of town mothers may lower the performance and 
aspirations of their children but that the employment of rural mothers may 
raise their academic performance and aspirations. Roy admitted that more 
research would be needed to substantiate the findings. 
From the diversified findings the possib ility exis ts that: 
An employed mother is in a unique position to satisfy both 
the psychologist who says that children have too much done for 
them and the sociologist who says that working mothers have not 
time in which to teach their children how to be come satisfactory 
members of a home group. (LaFollette, 1934, p . 63) 
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Re l at ed Li tera tu re 
Philosophers have surmised, behaviorists have predicted, and researchers 
have speculated as to the effects of maternal employment on children . Sta-
tistics tell only part of a s tory; it is s till the individua l who counts, 
who gives depth and dimension to the figures. Whe n statistics become stag-
ger ing, it seems wi se to come down t o cases, cases where we find out what 
children have to s ay. Is theirs, too, a negative response t o mother's em-
ployment? A limited amount of literature is available on the child's 
attitude toward maternal employment, for most presumed the child disliked 
the fact their mother was employed and engaged in aberrant behavior in order 
to compensate for the loss. 
Though it cannot be considered scientific, the articl e by Scofield can 
most certainly be considered enlightening. The frank and honest answers of 
children whose mothers were employed ran a long the theme of: lilt may mean 
more chores, but it also means more independence." (Scofield, 1967, p. 362) 
The working mother has less time to dedicate t o housekeeping, which 
means the family has to do more household chores. She will not be able to 
offer those little things she may have in the past. After the initial shock 
that life is not quite as comfor table when mother is not always available, 
most children discover that mother's having a job offers myriad compensa-
tions. One child states: lilt's f un to come home when nobody's there and 
mess aroL!nd and do "'-That Yot! HaDt to do till fi"e o'clock," Another stat:e s: 
"It ta ught me to cook, for a f ter the fourth weekly TV dinner, I rebelled, 
from then on I a sked Mo ther to show me one new dish a week." One youngster 
summed it up when she s aid : 
Having a working mother does mean more work for you, but 
it's the kind of work that can bring out the best in a person. 
It's a wonderful opportunity to show that you're able to handle 
responsibility, that you're able to use judgment, that you're 
able to be on your own. There's the pride, too, that a family 
feels when a mother goes to work . Somehow, the fact that she 
can be all things to all people--mother, wife, and someone the 
outside world values too--makes you proud of her accomplishment 
and proud that she is yours . (Scofield, 1967, p. 367) 
These statements by children are in contrast to a survey done by 
Bossard (1948) from which he states that the children of the employed 
mother are lonely and feel neglected. He asserts that children hated to 
come home to an empty house. Of course children of nonemployed mothers 
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also come home to empty houses and feel lonely and neglected. However, the 
I'empty house" would seem more characteristic of families in which the mother 
is emp loyed . 
It is true that the response to Scofield's study does not represent all 
children of working mothers. A poll taken by Mathews (1934) concluded that 
Hanly forty per cent of the workers' children showed approval toward mother ' s 
out-af-home employment. At the same time eighty-nine per cent approved of 
her staying at home most of the time." (Mathews, 1934, p. 134) 
How will the at titude they have toward their mother working or not work-
ing affect children when they play the role of parent? Late in 1953, Payne 
conducted a study of 901 persons in grades eight and twelve . The sample 
included both rural and urban youngste r s plus a wide range of occupations 
and levels of living . The 416 boys in the sample were asked, "Do you expect 
your future wife to work after you are married?" Over three-fourths gave a 
negat ive answer . Of 485 girls asked, 91.9 per cent said they expected to 
work after they were married. 
At this point one is faced with the questions which are largely un-
answerable in Payne's study: (1) Will the expectations of the boys or 
girls be more nearly fulfilled in the years to come? (2) Why are the boys 
and girls so different in their expectations? 
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One could speculate that boys are hanging on to traditional concepts of 
the strong, all-sufficient, bread-winner husband, while the girls' acceptance 
of working as part of the marital role is, in this respect, acceptance of 
the fact, in its contemporary form, that the woman must help with the family 
enterprise wherever possible. 
Almost the opposite female reaction was reported in a current study of 
senior women s~uden~s at ~he State College of Washing~on. Only 15 per cent 
said ~hey wan~ed ~o go back to work af~er ~heir youngest child was in school . 
This seems unrealistic in the light of present information which suggests 
that a~ leas~ 50 per cent of them will do jus~ ~hat. 
Wha~ happens ~o ~he a~~i~ude of "not working"? Perhaps it is that most 
educated young 'lOmen s till define their future in terms of marriage OR 
career. They feel that they must plan to devote ~hemselves primarily t o 
making happy, healthy homes for their futllre husbands and children. Yet 
they also feel a strong obligation to find individual identity based upon 
their own interest, knowledge, and ability to contribute to the world 
around them . During the las~ year of college, they are faced with ~he 
necessity of deciding between continuing their training and practicing a 
profession or becoming wives and mothers. Ninety-nine per cent of them 
succumb to the pre ss ures around them and eagerly embrace marriage and 
se ttle down to housewifely routines . 
Thp.iT eagerness grad1lally turns to res5_gnation and disfllu.sionme.nt. 
Ills this all ?" ''Why must my abilities and training go to waste?" Women 
who have asked themselves, II .who they are besides their children s 
mother , 11 have come face to face with the modern "\loman's dilemma (Ross i , 
1964, p. 624) . 
~fho can doubt that larger and larger numbers of married women will 
continue to move into the labor market. Why do they do this? Says one 
forty-year-old college graduate : 
"There are three phases. First you just enjoy every-
thing, children, the social life, golf, travel. Then you 
do community work, funds, causes, elections, hospitals, 
music. Third you're bored with it and your husband is 
bored with it; he's on the way up and youtre just dangling. 
What you want is a real job, responsibility, service, a 
point of view--" she shrugged-- "your own money, your own 
conversation, your own self." (Mueller, 1964, p. 122) 
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Married or unmarried, a woman college graduate is more likely to be in 
the labor force than a woman with one to three years of college . Any college 
woman is more likely to be in the labor force than a noncollege woman. In 
1960, among women college graduates in their early thirties, the proportion 
in the labor force was 88 per cent unmarried, 62 per cent married without 
children, and 21 per cent married with children under six. Corresponding 
proportions on women with one to three year s of college were 81 per cent, 
49 per cent, and 19 per cent, and for noncollege women, they were 66 per 
cent, 46 per cent, and 18 per cent. 
One reason for the return of the college women to the labor force in her 
middle years may be the increasing cost of college education for her own 
children. Whatever the reasons, the trend i s clear and has important im-
plications . 
Schreiner (1911) notes that our convic tions as to the plentitude of her 
powers for the adequate performance of lofty labors in this new field, 
springs not at all from a categorical enumeration of the attainments or per-
formances of individual women or groups of women in t he past or present; it 
has another source: 
There was a bird's egg once, picked up by chance upon the 
ground, and those who found it bore it horne and placed it under 
a barnyard fow l . And in time the chick bred out, and t hose who 
had found it chained it by the leg to a log, lest it should 
stray and be los t. And one by one they gathered round it, 
and specu lated a s to what the bird might be. One s aid, "It 
is sure ly a wate r fowl, a duck, or it ma y be a goose; if we 
took it to the water it would swi m and gabble. " But another 
said, "It has no webs to its feet; it is a barn-yard fowl, 
should you let it loose it will scratch and cackle with the 
others.1I Bu t a third s peculated , "Look now at it s curved 
beak; no doubt it is a parrot and can crack nuts! " Bu t a 
fourth sa id , "No, but look at it s wings, perhaps it i s a 
bird of grea t fli ght. II Bu t several cried, "Nonsense! No 
one ha s ever seen it fly! Why should it fly? CAN YOU 
SUPPOSE THAT A THING CAN DO A THING WHICH NO ONE HAS EVER 
SEEN IT DO?" And the bird, with its leg chained close to 
the log, preened it s wings. So they sat about it, specu-
l ating, and discussing it; and one s aid this, and another 
that . And all t he whil e as they talked the bird s at 
motionless, with it s gaze fixed on the clear, blue sky 
above i t . And one said, "Suppose we let the crea ture 
loose to see what it wi ll d01L- and the bird sh ivered. But 
the others cried, " It is too va luab le; it might get lost. 
If it were to fly it might fall down and break it s neck." 
And the bird, with its foot cha ined to the log, sat looking 
upwa rd into the clear sky; the s ky, in which it had never 
been-- for the bird, the BIRD knew what it could do-- because 
it was an eaglet. (Schreiner, 1911, p. 233) 
In 1911 t h i s is where the story ended, but now, in 1969 it ma y very 
we ll continue . . . 
Speculat ion soon waned with interest, and t he bird 
remained chained, onl y to become unno ticed. Day by day t he 
bird wore away at the chains tha t held it, knowing i t s po-
tential should it ever esc ape its bonds. Those who had 
once valued it, now were distracted wi th othe r happenings 
and the bird was left to its work . The da y arrived when 
free of t he log, it exercised it s wings for a moment and 
then took t o the sky that had a lways beckoned it . Sudd enly 
those who had wondered, and speculated, s tood in fear and 
t hen ama zement . The first few moments of flight brought 
shou t s from the crowd, liThe bird wi ll never make it; it 
wi ll fall and destroy itself; it can 't possibly remain in 
the a ir; i t can't l ••• but it could and eve r yone who watched 
it with openness of mind found himself watching with s i lent 
pride. Breaking th r ough the 5 t i llness of the c r owd you 
could he a r someone mu rmur, "Yes , it c an do some t hing that 
no one ha s ever seen it do- -it c an do it, and it can do it 
well. " (Schreiner, 1911, p. 280 ) 
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Summa ry o f l ~ it er ature 
The objective of early studies by the Department o f Labor (1922, 1931) 
were to present findings that might encourage the mother and housewife out 
of the factories and back to the home. They reported neglected home con-
ditions and a general lack of ch i ld-care. Though some of the finding s ma y 
have been valid, their conclusions were not always so, reflecting the bia s 
a f the ti mes . 
Later research by Hoffman (1964) stud i ed notable effects on children 
and, while finding no effects on social relations and a contradiction in 
academic performance, unconsciously discovered the lower intellectual per -
formance of children whose mother s worked . The reason for this finding wa s 
left to specu lation and not pursued in the study. 
Yarrow (1961, 1962) opened a new avenue in order to appr oach the sub-
j e·t of maternal employment--that of the !'£fects of the mother's attitud e 
toward working as reflected in her child-rearing practices. Though she did 
no t carry the study of attitude into the field of scholastic a chievement, 
it rema ined an open invita tion . 
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Roy (1961) stud i ed the factor of time as it affects scholastic achieve-
menlo LL was hypothes ized that more home chores would result in les s time 
for home work thus causing lower grades . He was unab le to support hi s pro-
pos ed hypo the sis for balancing differences in urban and rural settings 
negated e ach other. 
Nye's main pursuit (1957, 1959) was the s tud y of delinquency due t o 
ma ternal emp l oyment. Thpse findings were of ten inconclusive. Only onp 
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study he undertook wa s focused on school performance , but a lack of contro ls 
made the s tudy questionable , 
Analysis of the se major studies , and of minor s tudies r eferr ed to in the 
section of related literature, indicates that s tudies of maternal employment 
as it is related t o grades achieved, conduc t, and absenteeism, are e ithe r 
negligible or nonexistant , The reason for the proposed research on t he 
topic of maternal employment and how it is related to scholastic achievement 
is intended to serve a s one s mal l step towa r d the closing of this gap. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
The description of procedure used in this study includes a discussion 
about the se tt ing for t he study, the development and admi nistration o f the 
questionnaire, the composition of the sample, and analyses of the data . 
Setting for the Study 
This study was made at Mount Ogden Junior High School in Ogden , Ut ah . 
This school is representative of middl e class students, the maj ority of 
whose parents are professionally employed . The school was selec t ed because 
of its uniformity in socia-economic status as confirmed by school admi nis -
trators. Other factors influencing the selectivity of this population 
include the fact that the seventh grad e enro llment was large en ough t o 
supply the entire sample, and that all were urban dwellers. The se f ac t ors 
brought about a degree of uniformity in the subjects . 
Development o f the Questionnaire 
The task undertaken in deve loping the questionnaire consiste d o f f orm-
ulating the questions in such a manne r that past as well as futur e behavior 
could be ascertained. By reviewing th e literature and critically 8;:'1.a ly z i ng 
the proposed study, questions we r e drawn up to meet the intende d obj ectives. 
Two areas were adopted in an attempt to make a distinction be t\veen 
"the existing factual material ll and que s tions that would give an i ndi ca t ion 
of "att itudes tm . .,7ard that existing c onditi on n . On [he empioyment s urvey for 
mothers (see Appendix, page 70 ) the factual information is cove r ed by 
Sec t ions I, II, and III. Tho se ques tions dete rmining attitude comp rise 
Section IV. 
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In order to discover if the re existe d a positive correlation b e twe~n 
the mother's attitude toward he r work and her child 's scholastic achievement., 
questions 1-14 on the student's que stionna ire (see Appendix, page 67) and 
questions 1- 14 on the mother's survey were similar. Questi ons were state d 
in such a manner that both the employed and nonemployed mother as we ll as 
the students of these respective mothers would find them applicabl e. 
On the mother 's form, at the right of each descriptive statemen t, wa s 
provided a ser i es of five cells r e presenting a five - point scale of po t ent.ial 
response s to each statement. By the use of this Likert scale, t he r e spondent 
was able to indicate her reaction t o each statement in one of the f o l lowing 
categories : "Strongly Agree," "Agre e) II "Undecided, " IIDisagree ," or "St:rongl y 
Disagree." Using this type of inventory it was possible to assign e ach 
statement a numerical weight, thus indicating orientation toward tradi t.ional, 
liberal, or undecided views of the mother ' s role. Items indicating liberal 
concepts were weigh ted with high numerical scores ; low ratings we r e ind ica-
tive of traditional conceptions. The weights ranged from one t o five fo r 
each sta t ement. Undecided response s we r e assigned intermediate sco res 01 
three. 
The student's questionnaire was simplified in order to be administe r e d 
to seven th graders . Each descriptive statemen t was followed by a series of 
three cells. By placing a check in the appropriate cell the respondent was 
able t o indicate his reaction to each statement i n one of the foll owing 
categories : "Agree,11 "Sometime s, II or "D isagree . II 
The questionnaire was adminis t e red to the s tudents in their cla ssroom 
se tting. Preliminary questioning by the researcher determined those students 
whose mo thers had worked a 40-hour week for the first six years they attend ed 
school, or had never worked while t.hey were in grades one to six . Stud ent s 
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who were uns ure o f the i r mothe r ' s work h i s t ory were given the que stionna ire 
and added or dropped from the study after the mother 's ques tionnaire s t a t ed 
her work r ecord. Since more than the needed number of students met the 
cr ite ria for this study, random drawing el iminate d all excess questionnaire s. 
During the administration of the student's questionnaire, emphas .i s wa s 
placed on the fact that the r e were no right or wrong answers, but that thei r 
own attitudes should be expressed . The questionnaire , which contained ob-
jective as well as s ubj ec tive questions , t ook ab out fifteen minutes pe r 
classroom t o administer. Eigh t classrooms were included . 
Upon compl e tion of the s tuden t' s questionnaire, a cover lette r plus a 
ques tionnaire for the mother was sen t t o the home . A stamped, sel f -
addressed e nvelope was included for convenience as well as i dentif i c at. i op. 
since the mother was no t t o sign her name t o the questionna i re .. It was hoped 
tha t anonymity would be an added incentive for honest resp onses . The c oded 
envelope enable d the researcher to r un a correla tion between the mothe r' s 
attitude as indicated on the mo ther ' s questionnaire and the schola s tic 
achievement of the subject's child . 
Information was obtained from the s tud ent's cumulative records c on tain-
ing da ta on the students first six years o f school . The ave rage gr ades for 
each year of school in reading, mathematics, social studies and Engli .::.h wt- re 
taken from the records. From these f our scores the student' s grade poL<1 t 
average was determined . Reading achievement scores wer e taken since thi :) 
appeared t o be one te s t all s t udents had taken the same year. These scores 
were the resul t of the ad min i s t ra ti on of the California Achievement Tes t. 
Conduct grades , days abs en t, and I. Q. scor es were recorded as well a s 
whe ther or not a student had repeated any grade. In cases where spec i al 
personal notations had been made on the cumula tive record that appeare d r. O 
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be of impor tance to the study, these too were taken. This mainly consisted 
of the number of children in the family and whether or not the parents had 
been divorced. 
Composition of the Sample 
The final sample of 80 students and their mothers was divided into two 
groups . One group consisted of 40 students and their mothers who had been 
employed during the first six years their child attended school. The second 
group consisted of those 40 s tudents and their mothers who had not been em-
played outside the home while their ch ild was in grades one to six. Since 
more qualifying questionnaires were returned than were us ed in the study, the 
extra ques ti onnaires were eliminated in a random manner. Table 1 shows the 
number of questionnaires submitted to and returned by the mothers of both 
groups . 
Table 1. Questionnaires submitted and returned 
Number Number Number Percent 
Group submitted returned not returne d returned 
Employed mothers 60 43 17 71. 67 
Nonemployed mothers 60 44 16 73.33 
Total 120 87 33 72.50 
Analyses of the Data 
Comparisons between employed mothers and nonemployed mothers were made 
in nine different areas. The t-test was the statistical tool used t o test 
for significance in the areas of I. Q., absenteeism, reading scores, conduct 
scores, grade point average, education of the mothers, and t he amount of 
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time that the mother and child spend together on a school day. Chi-square 
was used to compare the number of children in the family of employed mot.hers 
as compared to the families of nonemployed mothers. Pearson Product Moment 
(r ) was used t o de t ermine if there was a positive corr elation between the 
mo t her's at t itude t oward her work or nonwork s t a tu s and t he child ' s 
scholastic achievement. A mean score was derived in all nine cases so it 
could be referred to as an average. When applicable, the mode was also 
determined. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF FINDI NGS 
Findings Regarding the Hypotheses 
The two g roups of stud ents that composed the sample were found to be 
close ly matched in sex a s shown in Table 1 and L Q. as shown in Table 2. 
All except three children found in the employed sample c ame frl..'lTi inLact homes 
and had not failed any of the first six gr ades. Among the th ree that "ere an 
excep tion t o thi s , two children came from divorced families, one of them hav -
ing failed fifth grad e , and the third child came from an intact family but 
had [ailed the second grad e. 
Table 2 . Sex of student s from employed and nonemployed sample 
Number Number Number 
Grcup in sample of males o f females 
Students of employed mothers 40 21 19 
Students of n onemployed mothers 40 19 21* 
Total: 80 40 40 
*No signi ficant difference 
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Table 3. I . Q. of students from employed and nonemployed sample 
Number Total of Mean 
Group in sample I. Q. scores of I. Q. Mod e 
Students of employed mothers 40 4,386 109.53 109 
Students of nonemployed mothers 40 4 , 503 112.75 115", 
"Scores significant only at the .10 level 
It i s from these closely ma tched groups that the hypotheses were t es t ed . 
The firs t hypothesis which stated that the children of employed mothers 
have a lower grade point avera ge than the chi ldren of nonemployed mothers 
had t o be rejected for not only was there a lack of si gnificant difference, 
but, as can be seen by the fi gures on Table 4, the means of the two gr oups 
wer e identical. 
Table 4. Grade point averages of students from emp loyed and nonemployed 
sample 
Number Total of 
Group of students grade point ave rage s Mean 
Students of employed mothers 40 75 . 24 1.88 
Student s of nonemployed mothers 40 75.37 1. 88", 
,"No si gnificant difference 
The reading scores also substantiated this equa lity in the scholastic 
ability of the two c;roups . No significant difference was found between the 
reading scores which are presented in Tabl e 5 . 
Table S. Reading achievement scores of students from employed and non-
emp l oyed sample 
Number 
Group of students 
Students of employed mothers 40 
Total of 
reading scores 
2,900 
38 
Mean 
72.S 
Students of nonemployed mothers 40 2,970 74 . 3'" 
,"No significant difference 
The California Achievement Test had been administered t o al l students with a 
score of 50, representing the national avera ~e . As can be seen from Table 
both groups exceeded t he nationa l average, as well as the fact that both 
groups scored closely enough to each o ther that there was no significant 
difference be t ween groups . 
This equal ity of academic achievement eoes beyond individual capabilities 
or comparability of the sample. Notice must be taken of the student ' s 
attitude and aspirations concerning school. The responses t o the questions 
presented in Tab le 6 , which were intended to determine the s tudent's attitude 
t oward h i s performance , reflected the realiza tion that the vast majority ad -
mitted their achievement , or lack of it, was dependent up on the i r own ini -
iative. 
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Table 6. Questions determining aspirations and attitude toward achievement 
Question Group Chi -
number Question responding Agree Sometimes Disagree square 
10 I believe that my employed 32 4 N.S . 
grades depend on me 
and no one else in 
the family . nonemEloyed 29 4 
14 I plan to go on to employed 38 N.S . 
colle ge when 
finish school. 
nonemEloyed 38 a 
16 I feel that when a employed 37 7. 03 
mother works it 
causes the child to 
Bet lower grades in nonemeloyed 28;' 
school. 
24 I think that whether employed 32 N. S. 
your mother works or 
not your grades would 
be th e same . nonemE:loyed 24 14 
"'S i gn ificant at. the .05 level 
Question 16 shows an interestin g difference in responses. As was noted in 
Table 4, in actuality there exists no difference between t he groups in grad e 
point ave ra ge . It is interesting to note here that perce ption and real ity 
d if fe r. Que s ti on 24 also shows this difference in response, althOU Gh in this 
case it was not significant . 
Reasons for achievemen t were also asked for Questions 27 and 28 vlhich 
as ked what they thought caused a student to ge t good or bad grades. Every 
s tudent, in both groups, checked (a) of both questions ~hich s tated they 
s tudy ha rd or they do not study hard (see Appendix, page 69). No other 
reason was checked with such consistency. 
The second hypothesis stated that absenteeism wo uld be higher amon& 
children of employed mo thers than nonemployed mothers. No data gathered in 
this s tudy could substantiate that s tatemen t. Statistical analysis showed 
no significant difference between the two groups as presented in Table 7. 
Table 7 . Absenteeism among students of empl oyed and nonemp l oye d mo thers 
Number 
Group of s tudents 
Students of employed mo thers 40 
Students of nonemplo yed mothers 40 
Total days 
absent 
1,202 
1 , 342 
Mean 
30 . 25 
33.55 
On ques tions 12, 15, and 19, presented in Table 8, the studen t s reacted 
t o how they fel t they ranked with other students in absenteeism and the 
reasons why they were absent . The responses t o questions 12 and 19 were 
found t o be very similar; but in question 15 , one found the dif ference in 
response to be s i ~nificant at the . 0 1 level . 
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Table 8. Student response s to questions concerning absenteeism 
Question Group Chi-
number Question responding Agree Sometimes Disagre e square 
12 I have had to miss employed a 38 N. S. 
school at some time 
to babysit or help 
with housework. nonem~loyed 36 
15 I feel that when a employed a 38 13.28 
mother works it 
causes the child 
to miss more school, nonem~loyed 25;' 
19 I seem to miss employed 38 N.S. 
more school than 
other children . 
nonemf2:1oyed a 4 36 
;'Di ffe rence is significant at .01 level 
As previously noted on Table 6 the nonemployed group has an opinion concern-
ing the employed group that could not be substantiated by data. Of the two 
from the nonemployed group that mar l,ed "Agree" on Question 12, one student 
made a notation on the qu e stionnaire saying she had to babysit when her 
mother went to the hospital as she was from a family of ten . It should be 
noted that only four marked l1Agree" to Question 12, and these are evenly 
divided between the two groups. 
Table 9 shows that the mother's response to this same Question 12 was 
in agreement with the answers of the students~ No one group was missing more 
school than the other because of babysi tting or assisting with household 
duties. 
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Table 9 . Mothers' response to question on absenteeism 
Question 
number 
Question Group 
responding 
Agree Sometimes Disagre e 
12 The reason for 
the absence of my 
child at least 
once was to help 
with housework or 
to babysit . 
"No significant difference 
employed 38 
nonemployed 
At the bottom of the questionnaire students were free to react to the 
question, IIShould mothers who have children in grades 1-6 work outside the 
home?" One student remarrked, "I don't think she should because the children 
might not go to school." This student, of a working mother, reiterated an 
often made remark which no data in this study could confirm . 
Besides the fact that there appeared to be no difference in school 
attendance, information from e ach student 's record, presented in Table lQ, 
showed that once he reached schoo l his conduct there was comparable to that of 
any other student's regardless o f their mother's employment record. 
Table 10. Conduct scores b e t"een students of employed and nonemployed sample 
Number Total of 
Group of students conduc t scores Mean Mode 
Students of employed mothers 40 76.46 1. 91 2.00 
Students of nonemployed mothers 40 77 .12 1. 93 2.00" 
"No significant difference 
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The third hypothesis stated that the attitude o f the mother toward her 
emp loyment or nonemploymen t was unrelated t o the c hild's academic performance . 
This hypothesis had t o be rejected when a Pearson Product Moment Correlation 
be tween the mo ther 's attitude, which was given a numerical we i ght, and her 
child ' s grade point average revealed a high positive correlation. The r e -
s ults of bo th the employed and nonemployed group, as seen in Table 11, proved 
significant at the .01 l evel . Since no significant differenc e ex isted between 
the students on grade point average and on reading test results, it can be 
concluded that the mothers of both groups manife sted a positive attitude 
toward her position of employment or nonemployment . 
Table 11. Correlation between mo ther 's attitud e and her child's G. P. A. 
Group 
Employed 
Nonemployed 
Number of 
pairs 
40 
40 
r. Significance level 
. 480 . 01 
.510 . 01 
The difference that does exist in the correlation scoreS was influenced by the 
fact that four employed mo t hers admi tted that they were employed but wished 
they were unemp loyed as compared with one nonemployed mo t her t hat was undecid ed 
as to vhether or not she was hap py in her nonemployed position . Singling out 
the ques tionnai res of these employed mothers and their children one would 
expec t to find a negative reflection of this dissatisfaction on the child's 
scholastic achievement ~ The scholas tic achieveme nt of the four cases of the 
emp loyed group a re lis ted in Tab le 12 . 
Table 12. Scholast i c records of those students whose mothers were 
dissatisfied wi t h being employed 
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Students 1. Q. 
Reading 
achievement 
scores 
Conduct 
Grade 
point 
averages 
Absenteeism 
Case 121 96 2 . 00 2 , 16 24 
Case 109 79 2 . 00 2 . 00 27;' 
Case 111 82 2 .00 1.95 
Case 4 106 42 1.83 1.83 16 
Average for 
employed group 109 . 53 72 , 5 1. 91 1.88 30.25 
"'Child of divorced mother 
The mother of one of thes e students foo tnote d her questionnaire saying she 
was divorced and had no choice but t o work. 
The scholastic achievement of the s tudent whose nonworking mother 
r es ponded "Undecided" is shown in Table 13, 
Table 13 . Scholastic r ecord of t he s tuden t s whose mother was ques tioning 
her pos ition of nonempl oyment 
Student of 
nonemployed mother 
Case 1 
Ave rage for 
nonemp l oyed group 
1. Q. 
118 
il2 . 75 
Read ing 
achievement 
scores 
96 
74 . 3 
Conduc t 
2. 00 
1. 93 
Grade 
point 
average 
2 . 04 
1.88 
Absenteeism 
23 
33 . 55 
It can be not ed from both t hese groups that the scores often exceed the 
average fo und in this study and do not account for the low scores fo und in 
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the sample. No data in this study provide an adequa te explanat i on of t his 
finding . 
Findings Rega rding the Education of the Mothe r 
Perhaps the similarity of these two groups on so many crite ria can more 
c l early be explained by the f i nding that the ed ucational level of the mo thers 
of these two groups was nearly identical , as shown in Table 14. The range for 
the nonemployed mothers was from the t en th grade to that of a co llege graduate 
with a mean of 13 , whic h i s the comple tion of the freshman year in co llege, 
and the modal years of education being that of a high school graduate . For the 
employed group educa tion ranged from e i ghth grade to six years of college 
educa ti on with a like mean of 13 and the modal years of education also being 
12 (see Appendix, page 73 ). 
Tab le 14, Education of the mother 
Group 
Employed mo thers 
Nonemployed mothers 
Number 
of mothers 
40 
40 
*No significant difference 
Total years 
of education 
527 
531 
Mean years 
of educa t ion 
13 .18 
13 . 28 
Mode 
12 
Although the degree of this educational i nf luence cannot be measured, 
one canno t discount thi s influence as having a bearing on the c hild ' s 
scho lastic achievement. 
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Findings Regarding the Motives fo r Working 
The empl oyed mothers were given an oppor t unity to check the reasons they 
chose emp loyment . Tab le 15 places these reas ons in the order of the most 
common t o the l e ast common . 
Table 15 . Reasons for choosing employment 
Number of mo t he r s 
who chose this 
reason 
21 
18 
16 
15 
Reasons fo r employment 
The money provided some of the extras "e "anted . 
I liked the soc ial contacts I got through my "ark . 
It "as an outlet for energy and self- expression. 
We need ed t he mone y t o make ends meet . 
The work gave me a great feel i ng of independence . 
My salary was the on ly source of family income . 
The mos t common reason~ that of providing ex tras, r eceived positive approba -
tion from the students themselves . It appeared that t h i s criteria , more than 
any o ther , mad e working an acceptable t.h ing in the minds of t he students 
(s ee Append ix, page 71) . One child s ta t ed : 
I think that if it is necessary for the mo ther to work then 
it wo uld be okay. But I think that unl ess t hey have a maid or 
someone to do the house work for them t hey shou l dn ' t have a j ob . 
I also think that if the family needs the money and the mo t her 
wurks, I think s he is show~ng her family how much she loves them. 
But she s hould spend at l east four or five hours with her fami ly . 
It i s in t erest ing to note that the word "necessary" as used by this 
s tuden t does not re f er to "making ends mee t" but rather to having the ex tras 
that two salaries provide . A great many students referred to these "necessary 
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extras". 
Findings Regarding the Number of Children per Family 
There was a significant difference between the two groups concerning the 
number of children per family. The nonemployed mothers had 4 . 53 children as 
compared to the 3.30 of the employed mothers . This difference was significant 
at the . 01 level after having applied the chi- square test. The mode for the 
nonemployed families was four, for the employed families three, as seen on 
Table 16. 
Table 16. Number of children in employed and nonemployed families 
Number 
Group of families 
Employed families 40 
Nonemployed families 40 
Total number 
of children 
132 
181 
Mean 
3 . 30 
4.53 
Mode 
4 
This, in part, may explain why the group of nonemployed mothers chose not to 
add employmen t to their work load. But only in part, for there ex ists among 
some of the nonworking mothe rs a very negative attitude toward employment of 
mothers , Such remarks as, "Personally, I have seen too many bad e ffec ts from 
the work ing mother . " Or, 
I'm very strongly against mothers working particularly with 
young children , Several nei ghbors and friends work and I observe 
conditions that are very bad for the children. 
These mothers, unfortunately, did not enumerate what they perce i ved as 
bad effects (see Appendix, page 74). 
On the question of good and bad effects of employment upon the children, 
inte resting differences were found on the mother 1 s questionnaire . Questi ons 
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16 and 17 , found in Table 18, were an attempt t o measure such attitudes . 
Table 17. Mother's response to the good and bad effects of employment 
Number of 
question 
16 
17 
Number of 
responses by 
employed 
mothers 
37 
22 
36 
21 
27 
33 
o 
10 
Number of 
responses by 
nonemployed 
mothers 
27 
24 
11 
11 
32 
12 
17 
Good and bad effects 
of maternal employment 
a. They have learned to do little 
things for themselves that 
mothers usually do too long. 
b. They have become socially 
advanced (meet strangers 
eas ily, etc . ). 
c. They have accepted the fact that 
each person has some work to do o 
d. They have become real pals--
sharing in the planning and 
do i ng . 
e. The need for cooperation has 
brought the family closer 
together . 
f. They have learned to think of 
others as well as of themselves. 
a. They are out on the streets 
after school hours -- no one to 
look a fter them . 
b. Children are building bad hab i ts 
i n regard to personal cleanli-
ness. 
c. Children are developing unde-
sirable character traits--
rudeness, etc. 
15 d. Children do not do good work i n 
13 
20 
school because of a lack of home 
attcntion o 
e. They do not obey those with whom 
they are left during the day. 
f. They are developing poor eating 
habits. 
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No te that on Question 17 , twenty-three employed mo thers did not r es pond to that 
question. This can be interpre t ed as they do n o t believe any of the bad effec ts 
take place, or they are unwilling to admit t o the possible consequences of their 
work status . I n contras t , the r e were only four nonemployed mothe rs that d i d not 
respond t. o tha t ques t ion, suggesting that t.he y perceive the se consequences or 
wo Id ex pec t them to exist. Concerning Ques tion 16, only one emp loye d mothe r 
did no t r es pond as compared to nine nonempl oyed mothers. It i s difficult t o 
assess whe t her or not the comments of bo th groups were the results of actual 
pe r ception rather than what they would expec t t o find should a mothe r work . 
The large difference in responses poses this all-important question , a ques tion 
t.hat only further research can answer . 
Findings Rega.rd ing the Hours Spent with Children 
One idea throughou t the study was voiced by the majority of students. 
One s uc h typical remark was, 
I d on' t t hink it matte r s if mothe r s work o r not as long 
as they have time to be interested in the ir c hildren and what 
t hey do. 
SimIlar sen timents voiced by both the children of employed and nonemployed 
mothers poin ted ou t the great need these children have to know that the ir 
mothers are there to lis t en to them if they need them. An amazing likeness , 
presen t .·d i.n Tab l e 18 , was found in the number of hours that the mothers and 
students of bo th grou ps repor t ed that they spent with their mothe r. The re 
was no sigI .'i. fica::. t. diffe r ence f ound among or be tween the groups; howev er, 
the ee does e X1st ~ grea t er d cscrepar.cy be t ween the hOl!ro eepcrte d by the 
none mployed mothe r s and t heir children as compared to the employed mothers 
and t heir c hildren. This may be d ue t o the fact that it is more difficu l t 
for a mother who 1.S home all day t.o determin e how many hours she spends 
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with her child in contrast to the emp loyed mother who is more conscious of the 
time she spends with her child due to the guilt she feels because she has be en 
away from the home for a portion of the day . 
Table 18 . Hours mother and child spend toge ther on a typical school day 
Number in Total numb e r 
Gr ou p each group of hours Mean 
Employed mothers 40 182 4.55 
Nonemployed mothers 40 173.5 4.34 
Students of employed mothers 40 178 4.45 
Students of nonemployed mothers 40 181.5 4 . 54 
The amount of time spent with the children appeared to meet the time avail-
ability of the mother and the needs of the child whether or not the mother 
was em ployed. 
Findings Regarding the Student's Future Work Intentions 
After the s tuden t s h ad reflected throughout the questionnaire on the 
effects of employment or nonemployment on their own scholastic life, they 
were asked to project into their f uture as to what they would do as wives , 
o r permit as husbands, concerning emp loyment . The results are shown in 
Table 19. 
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Table 19, The student's future work intentions 
Employed mothers 
Boys Girls 
o o 
10 
11 16 
Nonemployed mothers 
Boys Girls 
11 
Future intentions 
a. I am never going to work outside 
the home when I have children of 
school age (or I will never let 
my wife work) . 
b. I plan t o work outside the home 
even if I have children of school 
age (or my wife may work if she 
wants to). 
c. I plan to work, but only if the 
children have left for school 
before I leave for work and if I 
am home before the y are (my wife 
may work under those conditions 
only). 
Again, one notes the child's strong desire to have a mother in whom he may 
con fide, bu t it does not mean that she needs to be home all of the time. 
Findings Regarding Those Who Responded and Those 
Who_Did Not Res pond to the Questionnaire 
The reader ' s mind may have posed this question, "If those who did not 
res pond to the questionnaires had done so, would the findings of this study 
ha.ve been altered?" Mean differences were found between the employed and 
nonemployed that res ponded to the questionnaire as well as the employed and 
nonemployed that did not respond to the questionnaire. The mean comparisons 
in Table 20 COnC€Ln six areas. 
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Table 20. Comparison of those who responded and those who did not respond 
Mean of Mean of Mean of Mean Mean of 
Group 1. Q. achievement conduc t of number of 
scores scores scores absen t eeism children 
Students of employed 
mothers that responded 109 . 53 1.88 1.91 30.25 3.30 
Students of nonemployed 
mothers that responded ll2.75 1.80 1. 93 33 . 55 4.53 
Students of employed 
mothers that did not 
respond llO. 75 1.83 1. 90 31. 37 3 .74 
Students of nonemployed 
mothers that did not 
respond 107.14 1. 88 1. 89 35.00 4 . 34 
It seems appropriate t o conclude that the non-respondents would not 
appreciably change the findings of this study. 
Conclusions 
It was hypothesized that : (1) The children of employed mothers would 
have a lower grade point average than the children of nonempl oyed mothers, 
(2) absenteeism would be higher among children of employed mothers as 
compared t.o nonemployed mothers , and (3) the attitude of the mother toward 
her employment or nonemployment was unrelated to the student's academic 
performance. 
The first hypothesis was r e jected when results showed identical means 
for the two gro ups on their grade point average . Nonsignificant findings 
on read ing achievement scores added streng th t o this finding of apparent 
eq uality . 
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The second hypothesis was un fo und ed as statistica l analysis prod uced no 
significant difference in absenteeism . Of added interest was the conduct sco res 
of both groups which showed no substantial difference . 
In the third hypothesis the opposite was found to be true. There existed 
a high positive correla tion between the mother's attitude toward her employed 
or nonemployed position and her child's scholastic achievement. This finding, 
significant at the . 01 level, placed the emphasis not on the work or nonwork 
role itself, but the key appeared to be the mother's attitude t oward that role, 
the subsequent reflec ti on upon the family environment, and its p ~rception by 
the child. If the mo t her was perc eived as happy with her role, he r child in 
turn appeared to put his stamp of approval upon it, whether that role was one 
of e mployment or nonemployment. This approval was ref l ected in the child's 
scholastic ability in terms of meeting requirements or working at an accept-
able level of scholastic achievement. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
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This study of the effects of maternal employment on the scholastic 
achievement of children was undertaken to obtain information regarding the 
similarities and differences of the two groups of students, one group con-
sisting of students whose mothers were employed and the other group of students 
whose mothers were not employed outside the home ,.,hile they were in grades one 
to six . The hypotheses examined were: (a) Ch ildren of employed mothers have 
a lower grade point average than the children of nonemployed mothers, (b) 
absenteeism is higher among children of employed mothers than nonemployed 
mothers , and (c) the a tt itude of the mother toward her employment or non-
employmen t is unrelated to the child's academic performance . 
The criteria for the selection of subjects were ; (a) The students were 
t o be from the seventh grade with a cumulative record complete from grades one 
to six , (b) the student ' s mother t o qualify as employed must have worked a 
forty-hour week from the time the child entered first grade and continued un-
til the child was thr ough the sixth grade, and (c) the student's mother to 
qualify as nonemployed was one who had not worked outside the home at any 
time while he r child was in grades one through six. The part- time employed 
mother was not includ ed in this study . 
The da ta were collected by questionnaire from both the students and their 
mothers. Questionnaires were given to the students in their classroom set-
ting. From the informa tion supplied by the students, 120 mothers qualified 
as employe d or nonemployed and questionnaires were sent to each of them . 
From this population 87 questi onnaires or 72 . S percent responded. Random 
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se l ec tion el iminated excess ques tionnaires leaving a final sample of 40 
employed mo thers and 40 nonemployed mothers and the ir children. Those who did 
not respond to the questionnaires were presented for comparison. 
The two groups closely matched in age and sex were compared in nine areas. 
In seven of these areas no significant difference was found. Thes e included 
grade po int average, reading achievement scores, absenteeism, I. Q., conduct 
scores, ed ucation of the mother, and the number of hours that the mother and 
ch ild spent toge ther on a school day . The area in which a signi fica nt dif -
ferenc e was found at the .01 level was the number of children in the families 
of employed mothers as compared to the families of nonemployed mothers. Non-
empl oyed families were larger having 4.5 children while employed famili es had 
3 . 3 ch ildren . A ninth area that was statistically analyzed by means of the 
Pearson Product Moment Correlation was the mother 's attitude and her child's 
grade poin t average . A high positive correlation , at the .01 level, was found. 
The hypothesis that there would be a lower grade point ave ra ge between 
the children of employed mothers had to be r ejec t ed. The means of both groups 
on grade point average , which was de t ermined by using the average of each year 
of school in reading, ma thematics, soc i al studies, and Engl ish, were found to 
be id entica l. Another area in which equality was found was that of reading 
achievement scores derived from the results of the California Achievement Test 
administered t o all students at the end of their sixth year of school . 
No data found concerning absenteeism could substantiate the hypo thesis 
that absen t eeism would be higher among the ch ildren of employed mothers . 
Belief tha t thi s hypo thesis was true was referred to by the muthers and 
studen t s of b oth groups. The records of the students left this a mere bel ief, 
for no s i gn i ficant dif fe renc e was found be tween the groups . 
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Several factors were held tenable concerning the third hypothesis stating 
the attitude of the mother toward her emp loyment or nonemployment is unrelated 
t o the child ' s academic performance. The hypothesis was rejected when a high 
positive correlation was found between the mother's a t titude toward her 
employed or nonemployed status. This finding significant at the . 01 level was 
questioned when the records of thos e students whose mothers admitted dis-
satisfaction with employment or nonemployment were singled out. Their records 
showed average or above average achievement . One can only speculate as to the 
reason for these findings. Perhaps these students compensated for that which 
was lacking in the home by outside activities, alluded to by a notation on the 
ques ti onnaire of a non-,.,orking mother. She stated, 
One thing I found being a scou t l eader is that children of 
working mothers demand more attention from the leader than the 
a the r c h i.ld ren. 
Or, due to their average or above average I. Q. , these students can deal 
successfully with the situation. A third alternative , an explanation that 
would appear to be more feasible, is that although the mother was dissatisfied 
with her status of empl oyment or nonemployment, it was not manif ested in the 
home or, if manifested, it was not perceived by her grade school child. Only 
further studies, concentrating on manifestation of a negative attitud e by the 
mother toward her position and its perception by children in grades one thr ough 
six, can provide an explanat ion for th i s find i ng. 
Additional findings placed emphasis on the time mo thers spent with their 
children and the amount of time c hildren desired with their mothers on a 
school clay. The children of both groups perce ived their needs met, for they 
reques t ed about four ho urs (4 . 49) with their mothers, and the mothers of both 
groups reported that they spent nearly this amount of time (4.44) with Lheir 
children. Students remarked that thi s time requirement could be met before 
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and after school and the mother would then be free , during the time they were 
in school, t o work. One student reflected this opinion when he said, 
It doesn't make any difference to me if mother works as 
long as I can still see her about 3 or 4 hours a day , That 
gives me a chance to tell her all the things I want to talk 
about. 
Descrip tive findings in thi s study closely paralleled those of past 
studies on some aspects of maternal employment and scholastic achievement 
while other find ings had not been previously dealt with , Hoffman (1964) 
found no relationship between maternal employment and school behavior but his 
unexpected finding of lower intellectual performance of employed-mothers 
children found no support in this study. Yarrow (1962) focused on attitude 
and correctly hypothesized that there ex isted a direct relationship between 
maternal attitude toward employment and academic achievement. However, the 
study presumed manifestation and perception of this attitude in terms of 
affection and warmth displayed, or withheld. It is the manifestation of a 
negative attitude and its perception that i s not assumed in this study, but 
rathe r is presented as a facet for fur ther research . Frankel (1964) found 
there was no evidence that maternal employment per se contributed either 
positively or negatively to the academic achievement of his sample. This 
finding was substantiated by this study when the means of the grade point 
average of both groups were found to be identicaL 
The main conc lusions which can be drawn from the present study are that 
the two groups of students were comparable in scholastic achievement, but 
that this achievement was influenced by the mother's attitud e toward her 
employed or nonemployed position Though it could not be statistically 
analyzed , there appeared a need on behalf of the students t o have their 
mother available about four hours a day in order that they could share the 
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days happenings . This need appeared to be me t, which may partially account 
for the acceptance of maternal emp loyment by the students whose mothers worked 
a forty -hour week . Findings concerning attitude of the mother and the s tud ent 's 
grade point average lead t o the assumption that the majority of mothers in this 
study were satisfied with their po,sition of employment and nonemployment. For 
those who admitted dissatisfaction with their posi tion, it must be assumed 
that this dissatisfaction was not manifested in the home or was not perceived 
by the studen ts w More research in this area concerning attitude, specific -
ally manifes t ation of this attitude, is needed before the question of influence 
of employmen t or nonemployment on the scholas tic achievement of children can be 
answered. 
Sugges tions for Further Study 
From the findings in this study the follow ing suggestions for further 
study were derived: 
1. This study focused on the child and his mother, but the attitude of 
the husband toward his wife's employment or nonemployment most certainly 
affects the home atmosphere. A s tudy including the father would add to a 
relatively unexplored facet of maternal employment. 
2. A s imilar study to the one completed could be meaningfully carried 
out with a random sample with carefully control l ed variables which would 
concentra t e solely on the attitude of the mother, how it is manifested in the 
home, and the ability of the child t o perceive that attitude . 
3. It would also be inte resting to carry out a similar study with high 
school students since their ability t o perceive existing conditions is much 
keener and more realistic than grade school children. 
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4. Ano ther study that could be carr i ed ou t over a period of time , for 
example one school year, would include a chosen sample at different grade 
leve ls with an almost diary-like log kept on the reasons why the ch i ld missed 
school, why he wen t without breakfast, and other like activities on school 
children . If info rmation is t o be gathered from t he mo t her, it is strongly 
s uggested that this be done in the form of an int erview since the researcher 
would be able to perceive many at titudes that would not be captured by means 
of a questionnaire . 
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APPENDIX 
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UT AH STATE UNIVE RSITY · LOGAN. UTAH 8432 1 
COLLEGE OF FAMILY LIFE 
OEPART M ENT O F 
FA M ILY AND 
.. HILO DEVELOPMENT 
Dear Mrs. _______ _ 
563 North 7th East #1 
Logan, Utah 8432 1 
Your help is needed in order to complete a s tudy being made for a 
Master ' s Thesis at Utah State University concerning the topic of maternal 
employment and its relationship to school achievement. 
The time it takes you to complete the questionnaire is of greates t 
importance to me, for without YOUR enlightening answers this study can 
not be completed. 
All information will be confidential and I ask you NOT to put your 
name on the questionnaire so that you may feel free to answer it as you 
feel it should be answered. 
For your convenience , a stamped , self-addressed envelope is provided. 
I await the return of your questionnaire. Thank you! 
S2 :pag 
Sincerely, 
Sandra Zins , 
U. S. U. Graduate Student 
C-h~ 
Dr. C. Jay Skidmore , Professor 
Marriage and Family Relations 
Utah State University 
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EMPLOYMENT SURVEY 
~ECTION I Check correc t answers 
f,r e re you ever employed for payouts id e the home while your child (now in the 
seventh grade) was in grades one to s ix ? Yes No 
If you were employed for pay au ts ide the home, did you work a full 40- hour 
f;eek at that job? Yes No 
If you did not have a full- time job, did you work off and on at jobs during 
that time? Yes No 
What kind of ,;"ork did you do? 
How much time are you able to spend each school day with your seventh grade 
hild : 1- 2 hours ; 3-4 hours; 5-6 hours. 
SECTION II Make a circle around the l.ast grade you attended in sc hool: 
3rades: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 High School: 9 10 11 12 College: 1 2 345 6 
~ECTION III If you answered "YES" t o the first ques tion in Sec tion I , 
please check the correc t answer~ to the following: 
I worked outside the home during the past s ix ye ars because: 
We needed to make end s meet. the money 
I liked the soc ial contacts I got through my work. § It was an outlet for energy and self-express i on . The work gave me a great feeling of independence. The money provided some of the extras we wanted. 
My salary was the only source of family income. 
SECTION IV Check the column that bes t r e presents your opinion of each 
sta t ement. 
KEY: SA=s trongly agree; A=agree; U=undecided; O=disagree; SO=s trong ly 
di sagree 
(answer only ONE of the que s tions 1-4) SA A U 0 SO 
1. As a mother I am employed and happy to be employed. 
2. As a mother am employed but wish I was unemployed. 
3. As a mother am unemployed and happy to be so . 
4. As a mother am unemployed but wish I was employed. 
(Answer ALL of the following questions) 
5 . The fact that I had children of school age made me 
cons ider employment an impossibility. 
6. Due to a greater need to sched ule time ca re ful ly, an 
employed mother inje c t s "t ime -tension ll into family 
routine. 
(OVER) 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Due to employment of the mother the number of school 
activities " hich the child may attend are limited. 
Employmen t or unemployment does no t de t ermine "hethe r 
or not the child's study hours are supe rvised. 
A lack of time has mad e it impossible for me to help 
my children with the ir homework. 
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SA A U D SD 
I 
I 
I 
10. I bel i eve my children's grades depend upon their effort I I 
and the teacher's manner of grading and not whether or 
not the mother is employed or unemployed . L-____________ _ 
11 . In spite of my busy day, I s t ill have time to be 
genuinely interested in what goes on in school. 
12 . The reason for the ab senc e of my child from school at 
l east once was t o help with h ousework or to babysit . 
13 . Children of unemployed mothers have just a s many 
"home chores" as thos e children of employed mothers. 
14. I want my children to go on to college when t hey 
fin i sh high school. 
15. There are NO grounds for the be lief that the lowering 
of a child's grades, or poor attendanc e , are the 
necessary results of the emp loymen t of mothers. 
16 . The following are often s tated a s GOOD effec ts upon children a s a 
result of having an employed mother. Check those with which you agree: 
_____ a. 
__ b. 
_____ c . 
__ d. 
e . 
::=f. 
They have learned to do litt le things for themselves that mothers 
usua lly do for children too long . 
They have become s ocially advanced (mee t s trangers e a sily , e tc.). 
They have ac cepted the fact that each per son has some work t o do. 
They have become real pals-sha ring in the planning and doing. 
The need for cooperation ha s brought the family closer together. 
They have le arned to think of others as we ll as of themselves. 
17 . The followi ng are o f t en s tated a s BAD ef f ects. Chec k those with which 
you agr ee : 
_____ a . 
__ b . 
_____ c . 
___ _ d . 
_____ e. 
__ f. 
They are out on the streets a f t e r school hours--no one t o look 
after t hem . 
Children a re building bad habi t s in rega rd to persona l cleanliness. 
Children are develop ing und esirab le character t ra its--rud ene ss, etc. 
Children do no t do good work i n school because of a lack of home 
attention . 
They do no t obe y those with whom the y a rc lef t dur ing the day. 
They are devel oping poo r eating habits . 
Please take the f inal s t ep by return i ng thi s questionna i r e . THANK YOU! 
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STUDENT'S QUESTIONNAIRE 
SEX: F M 
Stude nt I S Name (circle one) 
Mrs . 
Mother's Name 
Street City State Zip 
_____________ Check he re if your mother NEVER worked while you attended the 
first six years of school . 
______________ Check here i f your mother WORKED the first s ix years you 
attended school. 
_____________ Check here i f your mother worked OFF and ON during the first 
six years you at t ended sc hool . 
Pl ace an X on the line that describes, most accurately , th e amount of time 
you spend with your mother on school days: 
___________ 1- 2 hour s 
____________ 3-4 hours ____________ 5-6 hours 
GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERN ING YOUR ATTITUDE AND EXPERIENCE 
Your attitude and experie nc e wil l aid you in answer ing the followi ng 
s tatements . There are no RIGHT or WRONG answers so answer them hones tly, a s 
yo u be lieve they shou ld be answered. 
PLEASE ANSWER EVERY QUESTION. Pl ace an X under the column: ACREE, 
DISAGREE, or SOMETIMES, depending on how you feel ab out the ques tion . 
(answer only ONE of the questions 1-4) 
1. I am g l ad my mother has a j ob outside the 
home . 
2. I wish my mother would get a job outs i de 
the home. 
3. am glad my mother does not have a job. 
4. wi s h my mother would quit her job . 
(answer ALL of the foll owing questions) 
5. I be lieve that mothers who have child ren in 
grade school s hould not be employed. 
6. At home, everyone alwa ys seems t o be in a 
"hurry" because there is not enough time to 
ge t eve rything done. 
AGREE DISAGREE SOMETIMES 
7. I am no t al l owed to go t o many school 
activit ies bec ause there is too muc h work 
t o do ar ound home. 
8 . Ho ther super v is es my s tudy time at home 
(s he makes s ure I am really s t udy ing and 
no t do i ng some t hing else) . 
9 . Hother hel ps me with my homework whe n I a s k 
he r t o . 
10 . I be l i ev e tha t my grades de pe nd on me and 
no one e l se in the fam i ly . 
11 . Hy mo ther does no t have t i me t o s it and 
li s t en t o all the t h ings I wo uld l ike t o 
t ell he r about scho ol . 
12 . I have had t o mis s school at s ome t i me to 
babys it or hel p with ho usework . 
13. Chi ldren of unemployed mo ther s have jus t as 
many "home cho res" a s those chi l dre n of 
empl oye d mothe r s . 
14 . I pl an t o go on t o col l ege when I fin i sh 
hi gh schoo l. 
15. I feel tha t when a mothe r works i t c auses 
the c h i l d t o mi ss mor e sc hool . 
16 . I feel t hat when a mo ther wor ks i t ca uses 
the c h ild t o ge t lower grade s in school . 
17 . I have so many "home chores " to do th a t I 
do no t have enough t i me t o do my homework . 
18. I ge t mysel f ready for school and ma ke my 
own b reakf ast be ca use mo ther is e ither at 
work or s t i l l asl eep. 
19 . I s eem t o mi ss more school than other 
c hild ren. 
20 . Hy mo t he r i s not a t home when I ge t there 
after sch oo l. 
21 . I like t hat my mother is away f r om home 
working , or wi sh s he was, so I could do 
more th i ngs tha t I want t o do a fter school. 
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AGREE DISAGREE SOHET I HES 
--
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AGREE DISAGREE SOMETIMES 
22 . My mother enc ou rages me t o do well in school 
and that makes me stlldy harder. 
L3 . As far as I can see my mother is happy with 
her j ob, or she is happy just be ing at home 
and not having a j ob. 
24. I think that whethe r your mo ther works or not 
your grades would be the same . 
GIRLS check t he ONE you wo uld choose: 
25. 
--
a. I am never go ing t o work out s ide the home when I have children 
of school age. 
__ b . I plan to work outside the home even if I have child re n of 
school age. 
--
c. I plan to work , but only if the children have lef t for school 
before I le ave for work and if I am home before t hey are . 
26. BOYS check the ONE you would choose : 
__ a. I will never let my wife work outside the home when we have 
children of school age. 
_ __ b. My wife c an work i f she wants to even if we have children of 
schoo l age . 
__ c . My wife can work only if she leaves a fter t he children have 
left for school and returns home before they do. 
27. Check ALL t he reasons you think cause a s tudent t o get GOOD grades: 
__ 8. studies hard 
__ b. mother i s home t o see the m off t o school 
_____ c o mother really cares what happe ns in school and i s interes ted in 
the grad es YOll ge t 
__ d. mother makes sure they get their home~vork done 
__ e . mother a tte nd s a lot of sch ool activities 
f. mothe r i s home whe n they get there afte r sc hool and she makes 
s ur e they do no t was t e th e i r time 
g . State any other r e a son yo u can think of. ____________________ ___ 
28. Chec k ALL the reasons you think cause a s tude nt to have POOR grades: 
__ a . does not study hard enough 
__ b . mother i s not home t o fix a good breakfas t 
_ _ c. mother does not supervise their study 
_____ d . mother is not there when they get home from school 
__ e. mother is too tired to attend P.T.A . meetings or meetings with 
the teacher 
__ f . mo ther does not have time i:o l i s t en t o wha t happe ns in school 
g . St a t e any o ther reason you can think of.· _____________________ __ 
The back of this page has been reserved for your comments on the t opic: 
SHO ULD MOTHERS WHO HAVE CH ILDREN IN GRADES 1-6 WORK OUTSIDE THE HOt1E? 
StLlden t' s LQ. 
Grades --
Re ading: 
Ma t hema tic s: 
Social StLldies : 
English : 
Conduc t: 
Re ading 
Achievement 
Scores: 
Days Absen t : 
Commen t s: 
INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM STUDENT ' S RECORD 
Student ' s Name 
Did the student 
repeat any grade: 
Avera ge Grad es 
3 4 
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Yes No 
Education of the Mothers 
Graded: 
EMPLOYED 
NONEMPLOYED 
6 
12=high school gr aduate 
16=college gradua t e 
8 10 11 , 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
14 
14 
5 
8 
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=40 
=40 
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Notations added to the questionnaires by mothers who never worked a forty-
hour week outside the home follows. 
Case 1. It all depends whether the mother must work or if she 
is just keeping up with the Jones' or is in need of occupying her 
time, or perhaps escaping something. 
Case 2. Although my answers take a rather liberal view on 
the problem of working mothers, I personally feel that a mother 
that doesn 't have to work to support the family or who simply 
can't stand to stay home and work for her own men t al hea l th, i s 
not being fair to her children becaus e there are many effects on 
the child of working mothers not mentioned on the questionnaire . 
Case 3. One thing I found be ing a scout leader, children of 
working mothers demand more attention from the lead er than do 
other children. 
Case 4. Not believing in working mothers, I am possibly 
no t the right person to answer thi s questionnaire . 
Case 5. Personally I have seen too many bad effects from 
the working mother . 
Case 6. I'm very strongly against mothers working par-
ticularly with young children. Several neighbors and friends 
work and I observe conditions that are very bad for the children. 
Case 7. I strongly favor staying home and taking care of 
my children. 
Notations added t o the ques tionnaires by mothers who worked a for ty-hour 
week outside the home follows. 
Case 1. Some mothers stay home and still don't do things for 
their children or know where they are or what they are doing . If 
they get the proper training and you get time to listen to them 
they are better for it. When finances made the differenc e I had 
both older on~ It is hard on them when they can't have clothes 
like the rest, especially girls. 
Case 2. Time-tension i s not put upon the family of a working 
mother. She budgets her time and accomplished more in a given time 
than the non-working mother so she can enjoy her family and children 
in the hours set aeid e for them. My daughter is proud that her 
mothe r works, that she has a good home, and has hopes of becoming 
a nurse . She is an outgoing, delightful da ughter and is an average 
s tud ent. 
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Remarks by seventh grade ch i ldren whose mothers never worked on the topic: 
Shou l d Mothers Who Have Children in Grades 1- 6 Work Out side the Home? 
Case 1. No. The children wil l do be tter if the i r mother i s 
home t o l ove and care for her children. The child can also think 
be tter i f the house i s clean and bright. It will not be clean i f 
the mother works. 
Cas e 2 " I think i f 
home it is okay t o work . 
make alo t of diffe r enc e. 
won't care i f she doesn 't 
s he i s home when they leave and they get 
If she doesn't care about you it doesn't 
You probab ly won 't do well in school and 
care e i ther. 
Case 3. I think it i s good fo r a mo ther to work outside 
bec ause when she gets the housework done she doesn't have any-
thing else t o do . 
Case 4 . I don't agree or disagree because people have the 
r i ght t o do what they want and the kid s shou ldn't say "no" t o 
wha t they want to do. 
Case 5 . No , because the ch i ldren are happier if the i r mo ther 
i s home in the morning t o see you off for school and when you get 
home i f she is the r e t o greet you, you fee l better and happier. 
Case 6. No , because I think th~ child should come h ome and 
me et the i r mother and t e ll. t hem what ha ppened a t school. And, 
the mother should have time t o listen. 
Case 7. No. If the children are in junior high sch oo l 
say it is okay . But, when they are in the elementary grades it 
can be a let-down t o the s tudents. It can even be like this to 
junior high and high schoo l s tudent s tha t are sensitive. 
Case 8. Yes, I think if s he wants t o work outside the home 
and i f s he feels it i s be s t for her and the rest of the family 
then its okay . 
Case 9. It all depends on the child if he is insec ure or 
if he ' s not . If he i s insecure the mo ther should not work . 
Case 10. No . I think they should s tay with the ir children 
always. It' s okay before they have any children but after that I 
don't think its right. 
Case 11 . Mo ther s should be able t o work if you and the family 
are in great ne ed of extra money. But if they are not in great 
need of money they should not work . 
Case 12 . No, because her ch i ldren s hould ge t attention. 
Case 13 . No, I don't think so because she would be too 
involved in her work t o worry about he r family or be interes t ed 
in her child} s schoolwork. 
Case 14 . Not my own mother because she works too hard as 
it is and I'd like her t o take it easy. 
Case 15. No! She has her own work to do in the home . 
Women who work outside the home are not good housekeepers. And 
when they get home they are tired and are not interes t ed in 
their children. 
Case 16. Yes, I think mo thers shou ld be able t o ge t jobs 
because it lets her do something, and also it lets you see i f 
you can be trustworthy . 
Case 17 . I think they could i f they t ook an interes t in 
what their child was doing, and if all their time isn't taken 
up by their job . 
Case 18. No, I think mothers should be at home because 
kids depend on their mother to hel p them . So if the Dad and 
Mother b oth work who could help them? 
Case 19 , don't think mothe rs should work. If they do 
when the child gets home she's too busy with housework t o listen 
to her child , or she puts all the chores on her child so her 
children or she don't have anytime for anything else. 
Case 20, Only i f she ' s home when the kids are h ome and it 
doesn 't interfere with her house , mo ther, and wife duties. 
Case 21. No. I don't think they s hou ld because if some -
one got hurt or sick she wouldn't be there t o soothe them o 
Case 22. I think the mother ' s f irst responsibility is her 
family . Her children will have a harder time if she works. 
Case 23 . No, the i r children do things their parents do not 
know about . 
Case 24 . No , because smaller children like to be with their 
mother and i f they aren't it could cause disturbances and the child 
won't get his homework done . 
Case 25 . Not unless they are in need of money, because if 
they need money to support their family I think it is up to the 
mothe r t o think enough of their family t o buy them prope r things 
for their daily needs . 
Case 26. If necessary, chi 1 '''-en should have a mother t o 
talk to about school and prabl pm,_ 
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Case 27 . I think they should because then the family may 
have more money for pleasure~ 
Case 28. I think mothers who have children in grades 1- 6 
should work outside the home if necessary . If mothers care about 
their children and spend most of their ex tra time that is enough. 
Case 29 . I feel tha t if it makes my mother ha ppy to work 
would rather have her work. 
Case 30. No , because children that young can't make 
decis i ons and they can't handle emergencies o Someone could 
come along and pick them up or something like that. I think 
the chi ldren would look for something t o do-- sometimes trouble --
because of loneliness . 
Case 31. Yes , I feel i t i s a great i dea so we can have 
more exper ience in taking care of the house and because we can 
have more money around t o do more fun family projects . 
Case 32 . No , because they do not have much time t o s pend 
with the chi ldren, and also t he children would not be able to 
do much and would have t o do almost all the housework, and the 
mother would have t o do the harde r housework and the kids would 
not get much time out for themselves. Also, if she has a hard 
day a t work she would probably take it out on the kids and then 
the whole house wo uld be angry with the other members of the 
family. 
Case 33 . No. It doesn 't keep the children and the mother 
t oge the r as good . 
Case 34. I think it is good for a mo t her to have a job 
ou t s i de the home because i t helps her children to think and 
de pend on themselves . It t eaches them respons ibi lity. It 
helps the children t o take care of themselves as they grow up, 
and la t er on in l i fe. 
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Remarks by seventh grade children whos e mo thers worked a forty-hour week 
on the topic: Should Mothers Who Have Children in Grades 1-6 Work Outside 
the Home? 
Case 1. Yes , because then she won~t be home as ofteno 
don't think my mother gets out enough during the day or evenings. 
Case 2, I don't think they should because the children like 
to see her and if she works late or leaves early they don't get to 
see her much. 
Case 3. Yes , as long as the mother spends time with her 
children at night and on weekends. 
Case 4. My mother has worked since my little sister has been 
in the first grade . I think it is good for mothers to work be-
cause sometimes they get bored staying home . 
Case 5 c don .1 t think it matters if she works or not as 
long as she has time to be interested in her children and what 
they do . 
Case 6. I wish my mom would come home and not work any more 
so can have more time with her and she can get me after school 
so don't get in trouble. 
Case 7. don ' t t hink she should because the children 
might not go to school . 
Case 8 . Yes, because maybe you have a neighbor to go to . 
know my mother trusts me. When I got home when she used t o work 
just got something to eat, then changed my clothes, called her 
and told her I was home and then did my homework and turned on T. V. 
Case 9 , Yes , The mother is not gone that long and when she 
isn ' t I think that most children in elementary school know how to 
take care of themselves without their mothers looking after them. 
Case 10 , No, I don't think so because when they get home 
from work they are usually tired and lazy and don't want to 
listen too much ., 
Case 11. Well, they could but they should be there when you 
get home from school so you won't feel lonely or feel as if your 
mother is ignoring y0u ~ 
Case 12. Yes, be cause my mom says you can work better on a 
full stomach so my mom fixes me a good breakfast every day, but 
she works. 
Case 13. If a family needs the money , the wife definitely 
should work outside the home on some job that doesn't require 
them t o be away from the children all during the morning and night. 
Case 14. I think that the mother should no t work unless the 
family needs the money or s he likes to work. 
Case 15. If the mothers want to work and it will help the 
family and not hurt it, I think its good . 
Case 16. If they want t o and don't forget about their 
children . 
Case 17 . Yes, because if they have more than two children 
they would need the extra money and if they want t o buy a l ittle 
something more , they can Tt~ 
Case 18. I think that if mothers work they should make sure 
that they spend time with their children and help them with their 
probl ems. 
Case 19 . Yes, I think they should if they want t o. It seems 
like it lets them be away from the children for a while. My 
mother is real happy with her job so I think they should work if 
they want t o. 
Case 20. I think it is alright if the hours do no t affect 
the children . 
Case 21 . No, because it makes t he ch ildren get bad grades in 
school and the mother worries and the children wonder whether she 
will come home or not. 
Case 22. Mother might be too involved in their work to pay 
attention t o the child, but sometimes they have to work. 
Case 23. No, because kids need he lp with problems because 
if they get mad at a friend they get keyed up and school goes 
down the drain, but if you can discuss it with your mom it usually 
is worked out. 
Case 24. I think they can if they want to and if they have 
the time to fix decent meals. 
Case 25. Maybe, but the y shouldn't be too tired to listen 
to you. It would be a li ttle nicer if she would stay home. 
Case 26. It depends on if the father hes a good job , 
Case 27 . I think mothers who have children in grades 1-6 
should work ou tside the home if necessary. If mothers care about 
their children and spend their ex tra time with them that is enough. 
A working mother works hard during the day and when she comes home 
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she continues t o work. An employed mother works so her children 
can have nicer clothes, home, etc ., and as long as a working 
mother is happy and brings up her children right she is truely 
showing her love and should go on working outside the home. 
Case 28. I don't think mothers s hould work because t he 
mother usual ly doesn't have time for the kids if she works . 
She'll be tired, and sometimes grumpy . I've se en t his and soon 
the kids get out of hand, disagreeable, e t c. 
Case 29. Yes, because if all the children are in school 
there is nothing for the mother to do all day. 
Case 30 . I think they should be able t o work i f they want 
as long as they spend a little time, three or four hours, for 
fun and enjoyment with the kids. I t h ink the most important 
thing is that the job shouldn ' t make them grouchy and irritable 
all the time and make them yell at the kids . Also that they 
shouldn 't neglect the household duties or pile them allan the kids. 
Case 31 . No , because the small kids need help i f they are 
small and s hould be watched over , and the big kids don 't always 
have time to watch them. Then too, it really leaves more respon-
sibility on older kids and they start to hate things and some -
times their parents. 
Case 32. l-lhen my mother wen t t o Hark I started to scream 
and wouldn 't ea t. 
Case 33. No , unless she does no t have a husband then she 
should work. The children are too young and they need a ttent.ion. 
They might do something bad tha t could hu rt them. Or they might 
end up ,lith a mental problem and its hard to ge t a good sitter 
that you can know and depend on. 
Case 34 . I think mo thers should no t work becaus e ch i ldren 
don ' t get the proper bringing up and t he house is usual l y a mess . 
Case 35 . Yes , because their children can l earn t o b e t o-
gether wi th their b ro thers and sister or to be alone . With b oth 
parent s their is more money for luxuries and with bill s there is 
some money lef t over for things like a better ed ucation. 
Case 36. No, because I think it is t oo much r espons ibility 
for children t o t ake on. They mi ss he r t oo much and ge t lonesome 
for her . But sometimes I don't mind if she's at work becaus e 
this is good t raining for me and there will he extr8. money t o buy 
more things . 
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